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FORCESSill 11

U.S. forces unleash first salvos; Bush says world security is at stake
security was at stake.
By DAVID CRARY
Iraqi Information Minister Mohammed
Associated Press Writer
U.S. forces launched their long-awaited Saeed al-Sahaf said the U.S. strikes killed
war against Saddam Hussein, targeting one person, injured several and hit a cushim personally with a barrage of cruise toms office and some empty Iraqi TV
missiles and bombs as a prelude to inva- buildings, among other targets. There was
sion. Iraq responded hours later, firing no way to verify his report.
Coinciding with the strikes on
missiles Thursday toward American troops
positioned just across its border with Baghdad, about 1,000 U.S. troops
launched a raid on villages in southeastern
Kuwait.
None of the Iraqi missiles caused Afghanistan, hunting for members of the
injuries or damage, and one was intercept- al-Qaida terrorist network. The U.S. opered by a Patriot missile, according to U.S. ation — triggered by radio transmissions
officers. American and British soldiers in interecepted from caves in the region —
the region briefly donned gas masks or appeared to signal to Osama bin Laden
protective suits, but officers later said the and his lieutenants that war with Iraq
missiles apparently were not armed with would not mean any kind of respite for
them.
chemical or biological weapons.
The State Department warned U.S. citAir raid sirens wailed repeatedly in
Kuwait City as officials warned that some izens abroad that they face increased danger of retaliatory terrorist actions and antiIraqi missiles might be aimed there.
Inside southern Iraq, a helicopter carry- American violence.
The first missiles hit targets in Baghdad
ing U.S. special forces crashed hours
before the U.S. missile strikes, U.S. offi- shortly before dawn Thursday, less than
cials said. There were no casualties in the two hours after Bush's deadline of 8 p.m.
EST Wednesday for Saddam to yield
incident.
The opening salvo against Saddam was power.
not the expected all-out aerial bombardBush briefly addressed the nation to
ment, but instead a surgical strike seeking announce that war had begun. He said the
to eliminate the Iraqi leader and his inner barrage marked the start of a "broad and
circle even before an invasion. Saddam concerted" operation to "disarm Iraq, to
__ assailed the.attack as_a -shamefill rsime;' free_ its people and in defend the_ w.orki.
while President Bush said the world's from grave danger."

AP Photo

FIRST TO FIRE ... The first
Tomahawk
missile to be fired into
AP Photo
ADDRESSING THE NATION ... President Bush speaks to the nation and Iraq is launched from USS Bunker
world after last night's deadline with Iraq passed.
Hill(CG 52).
"I assure you. this will not be a cam- to cross into Iraq, but welcomed news of We're ready to go."
paign of half measures, and we will accept the first strikes.
Even before any shooting, 17 Iraqi solno outcome but victory,- the president
"It's about time," said Lance Cpl. Chad diers surrendered to American sold'crs
said.
Borgmann, 23. of Sidney. Neb., a member U.S. officers said they expected mass sur
11—Sd_ British_ _troops_ massed in °Lille 15th _Marine Expeditionary Unit_
northern Kuwait were still awaiting orders "We've been here a month and a week.

•See Page 2

Saddam urges Iraq to 'draw
your sword' against invaders

AP Photo

READY TO ROLL ... Their tanks pointed towards Iraq, the U.S. Army soldiers from the 4th
Battalion 64 Armor Regiment prepare their vehicles.

Laker fans weigh celebrations,
off-the-court concerns with war
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
For Bruce Lane, today is a day he has been hoping
to experience his whole life.
An assiStant coach on the Calloway County High
School boys basketball team, Lane is participating in
a Kentucky State Tournament for the first time today
as the Lakers face off against Warren Central at Rupp
Arena. This comes after he just missed that opportunity as a player at Hickman County in the late 1980s
when his Falcons were edged by Marshall County by
just five points, shattering the dreams of that small
community and its players.
In fact, Lane said, as far as his sports career was

concerned, having to watch another
team go to the Sweet Sixteen after
he and his teammates had fought so
hard to get that far produced th
most pain he had ever felt. That was
for his sports career, though. He
knows off-the-court issues hold a bit
more importance when it comes to
everyday life ... like a war.
Lane
Last night, a 48-hour deadline set
by President Bush for Iraq expired. A strike on the
Iraqi capital city of Baghdad soon followed, serving

See Page 3

Iraqi TA/ AP Photo

ACCUSING THE U.S. ... Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
appears on Iraqi television a few hours after the first U.S.
cruise missiles and bombs fell on Baghdad. In the nationally
televised address,Saddam accused the United States of cornmiting a shameful crime by attacking Iraq.

city, but one was followed by a
ball of fire toward the southern
part of the capital.
At least one person was killed
and an unknown number hurt as
U.S.-led raids struck a customs
compound and an Iraqi TV compound in western Iraq, Iraqi
Information Minister Saeed alSahhaf told a news conference in
Baghdad.
Sahhaf said two civilian suburbs were also struck. He said
Iraqis were trying to dejam an
Iraqi satellite television station that
had been jammed by coalition
forces.
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BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A
subdued
Saddam
Hussein
appeared on state-run television
Thursday after the U.S. air strike
on Baghdad, urging his people to
"draw your sword" against the
invaders and promising victory.
Saddam, appearing in full military dress, accused the United
States and Britain of shameful
crimes and referred to the
American president as "little, evil
Bush."
"They will face a bitter defeat,
God willing." he said."You will be
able to achieve glory and your despicable infidel enemies will be
defeated."
There was no way to determine
whether the speech was taped
before the attack, a barrage of
cruise missiles and precision-guided bombs designed to take out
Saddam himself and other Iraqi
leaders.
The attack set air sirens blaring
in the Iraqi capital and yellow-andwhite anti-aircraft tracers streaking
through the sky.
Hundreds of armed members of
Saddam's Baath party and security
forces took up positions in
Baghdad after the sirens went off.
The capital fell still after about 30
minutes until a mosque's muezzin
issued the call for dawn Islamic
prayers.
The streets were mostly empty
of civilians — and of regular army
troops or armor.
Most of the explosions seemed
to come from locations outside the
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Many people had already
streamed out of Baghdad a day
earlier for the relative safety of the
countryside. Nearly every store
was shut, and many people taped
their windows.
After the Thursday strikes. 57year-old laborer Nagah Aziz sat
with friends on a bench at alRasheed Street in the commercial
heart of Baghdad. Work will be
difficult for him to find during the
war.
"I would like to live in peace
and we the Christians of Iraq

•See Page 2
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A Timeline To War
A timeline of the Bush administration's actions leading to
the brink of war with Iraq.
Nov. 21, 2001: During a visit
with troops in Fort Campbell.
Ky,, President Bush discusses
carrying the fight to other
nations that support terrorists
"Afghanistan is just the beginning of the war against terror,"
he said "Across the world and
across the years, we will fight
these evil ones "
Jan. 29, 2002: Bush calls
North Korea. Iran ard Iraq an
'axis of evil" in his State of the
Union address "By seeking
weapons of mass destruction,'
he says "these regimes pose
a grave and growing danger'
Feb. 6: Secretary of State
Colin Powell says "regime
change' is necessary in Iraq
and the United States "might
have to do it alone'
Feb. 14: National security
adviser Condoleezza Rice
says Bush would move slowly
in weighing his options for

ousting Saddam "There is no
timetable for 'we have to do
this or that Military power is
always an option but it's not
the only option
March 19: Vice President
Dick Cheney ends 11 -nation
Middle East tour to feel out
Arab leaders on plans to
widen the U S war on terror
to include Iraq Most advise
against striking Iraq to remove
Saddam Hussein
May 23: Visiting Europe Bush
trtes to calm worries among
allies "I have no war plans on
my desk"
June 1: Bush tells West Point
graduates the United States
will strike pre-emptively
against suspected terrorists or
governments that help them it
that's necessary to protect
Americans "We must take the
battle to the enemy. disrupt its
plans and confront the worst
threats before they emerge."
June 5: Defense Secretary
Donald H Rumsfeld. in

London says Saddam has "a
sizable appetite" for destructive weapons "There is not a
doubt in the world that with
every month that goes by
their programs mature "
June 24: Cheney calls Iraq's
interest in producing weapons
of mass destruction a "gathering danger" that requires "the
most decisive response by
America and its allies"
July 31: Senate Foreign
Relations Committee opens
hearings on Iraq
Aug. 7: Bush promises to
consult with Congress and
allies before acting "I will
explore all options and all
tools at my disposal diplomacy, international pressure, perhaps the military"
Aug. 9: Bush says he has no
timetable to attack Iraq, "and if
I did I wouldn't tell you or the
enemy U S officials meet
Iraqi opposition groups
Aug. 15: Rice says Saddam
harbors a willingness to

destroy his neighbors. "a %/Cory
powerful moral case for
regime change."
Aug. 22: Bush says "The
American people know my
position, and that is regime
change is in the interest of the
world"
Aug. 26: Cheney says the
United States could face devastating consequences from
any delay in acUng to remove
Saddam "What we must not
do in the face of a mortal
threat is to give in to wishful
thinking or willful blindness."
Sept. 7: Bush meets British
Prime Minister Tony Blair at
Camp David -The policy of
inaction is not a policy we can
responsibly subscribe to,"
Blair says
Sept. 8: Cheney says
Saddam is trying to build a
nuclear bomb,"and increasingly, we believe the United
States will become the target
of those activities."
Sept. 12: Bush tells the

United Nations it will risk
becoming irrelevant if it doesn't confront the threat posed
by Iraq's flouting of U N resolutions "If Iraq's regime defies
us again, the world must
move deliberately and decisively to hold Iraq to account"
Sept. 19: Bush asks
Congress for authority to "use
all means," including military
force if necessary, to disarm
and overthrow Saddam if he
does not comply with U N
demands
Sept. 28: The White House
acknowledges that the
Pentagon gave Bush a
detailed set of military options
on Iraq in early September
Officials say Bush has not
decided to go to war.
Oct. 7: In a national address,
Bush calls Saddam a "murderous tyrant" and says he must
disarm Iraq or the United
States "will lead a coalition to
disarm him
Oct. 10-11: The House votes

296-133 and the Senate votes
77-23 authorizing Bush to use •
military force if necessary
against Iraq
Nov. 8: Security Council
unanimously approves U S dratted resolution saying
Saddam will face "serious
consequences" if he fails to
comply with weapons inspections, which resume later
Dec. 24: Rumsfeld starts
troop buildup
Jan. 28: In his State of the
Union speech, Bush accuses
Iraq of hiding weapons of
mass destruction and tells
U S armed forces to get
ready.
Feb. 4: With mixed findings
coming from weapons and
nuclear inspections. Powell
makes the case at the U N.
that Saddam poses an imminent danger France and
Germany want inspectors to
be given more time
Feb. 14: Chief weapons
inspector Hans Blix says his

team has found no weapons
of mass destruction
March 14: More than a week of intense diplomacy fails to
persuade enough members of
the U.N. Security Council to -,
vote for a resolution authorizing force. Bush administration
criticizes France for saying it
will veto any war resolution.
March 16: Bush meets on the
Azores with Blair and Spanish ,
Prime Minister Jose Maria
Aznar. where the leaders
declare the diplomatic window '•
would close within a day.
March 17: The United States
withdraws its U.N. resolution
without a vote, and Bush
schedules a prime time
speech to prepare the nation
for war, which gives Saddam
Hussein 48 hours to leave
Iraq.
March 19: U.S. strikes specific Iraqi targets following the
deadline time elapsed.
AP

Protests against Iraqi war continue
WASHINGTON (AP) —
urged
leaders
Anti-war

Americans to show their opposition to U.S. military strikes
against Iraq by participating in
walkouts and protests nationwide.
"George W. Bush has
unleashed an all-out war against
International
the
Iraq."
ANSWER coalition said in a
statement posted on its Web site
Wednesday night shortly after
the United States began strikes
inside Baghdad. "We join with
peace-loving people all over the
world in resisting and acting to

stop this brutal, illegal and criminal war of aggression."
The Shirts Off Coalition
called for a march of resistance
and bike race against war in
Washington today to bolster its
anti-war campaign.
The call for protests. walkouts
and marches Thursday followed
a day of intense anti-war rallying
by people in small towns, big
cities and rural outposts decrying
war just hours before the United
States began its attack.
"I am very ashamed to be an
American right now,- Lydia
Riley. 63, of Washington said

Wednesday at a protest in
Washington. "There's been nothing but lies and misrepresentations by the Bush administration."
Riley joined about 200
demonstrators,some wearing red
dye on their faces and clothes to
represent anticipated Iraqi civilian casualties, blocking rush
hour traffic as they marched
from a park near the White
House to Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld's house.
John Parrish, 44, of Silver
Spring, Md., called the president's stance on Iraq "absurd."

"Making a pre-emptive strike
sets a bad example to the rest ot
the world," said Parrish."What if
Pakistan did a pre-emptive strike
agiinst India? They can say,'the
United States does it, why can't
we?"
Demonstrators were arrested
after sitting down on the street in
front of the White House and
blocking entrances to government buildings in other cities.
Other protests were staged- in
New York. Boston, Utah.
Chicago. Minneapolis, Ohio.
Delaware, Maryland, Detroit,
Wisconsin and Nevada.

AP Photo

FAKE IMAGE
... Lauren Ide
of Salem, N.J.,
wearing fake
bandages,
protests the
start of war
against Iraq.

JOHN DAVID MERCER/AP ehoto

NEWS BREAK ... Drew Bond,far right, and Terry Shaeffer
watches news reports in Daphne, Ala., showing images
live from Baghdad as the White House announced the
war against Iraq had begun Wednesday.

•Swords ...

II Strikes ...
From Front
renders by Iraqi troops in the early
stages of the war.
The initial salvos against
Baghdad consisted of 40 Tomahawk
cruise missiles launched from Navy
ships in the Persian Gulf and the
Red Sea, as well as precision-guid--e4-2,000-pound bombs dropped_
from two F-1 I7A Nighthawk stealth
jets.
U.S. officials said the attacks
were not a sign that the main air
offensive against Iraq had begun.
but were approved by Bush in
response to intelligence on the

From Front

whereabouts of Saddam and other forces took up positions Baghdad
after the attack, though the streets of
Iraqi leaders.
About two hours after the cruise the capital were mostly empty of
missiles hit, a subdued-looking civilians. There were no signs durSaddam appeared on Iraqi television ing the day of regular army troops
in a military uniform and vowed an or armor in or outside Baghdad.
Iraqi victory. There was no way to where Saddam was widely expected
determine immediately whether the to make his final stand.
Across the United States, the
remarks were taped before the U.S.
start- of war—via:. an—emo1
-attacks. "We promise you that Iraq, its moment for families of U.S. troops.
-"I thought I was prepared for
leadership and its people will stand
up to the evil invaders," he said. this. but I'm really not," said
"They will face a bitter defeat. God Suzanne Hoetler of Coronado.
Calif.. whose husband, Navy Petty
willing." •
Hundreds of armed members of • Officer John Hoefler, left in January
Saddam's Baath party and security for the Persian Gulf,
APTN/AP Photo
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NIGHT VIEW ... In this image from television via a nightscope, a
cloud of smoke rises, at left, following a U.S.-led air strike attack
on a target near Baghdad. The U.S. used cruise missiles and
precision-guided bombs during the attack.
State and local authorities inten- policy.
Support for Washington came
sified security measures, hoping to
shield power plants, bridges, state from allies Britain and Japan,
capitols and other facilities against among others. Australia, which has
possible retaliatory strikes. In New contributed .2,000 soldiers to the
York City. police prowled streets U.S.-led force, said its warships and
with bomb-sniffing dogs, subma- fighter jets were involved in combat
support operations Thursday.
chine guns and radiation detectors.
The European Union. whose
"There is a two-front war here,"
Mayor Michael Bloomberg said. members split over how to force
"One is on the streets of our cities, Saddam to disarm, declared
Thursday that the world had entered
and one is overseas."
In other nations, reactions varied "a new and dangerous phase" and
dramatically. Both Russia and China expressed deep dismay that diplodemanded an immediate halt to the macy had failed to prevent war.
In Israel, civilians began carrying
military action, which Russian
President Vladimir Putin called "a gas masks and air defense units
big political mistake." Religious were placed on highest alert to interparties in Pakistan called for a gen- cept any incoming Iraqi missiles.
eral strike Friday • to protest U.S.
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i. now close Pm home'.

always pray for our families friends .
and neighbors," he said. "One must .
endure hunger and thirst for his own •
country."
One of Saddam's sons, Odai,
issued an appeal to the Fedayeen •
militia, which he heads, to fight off the invaders.
"Today is ours and so will tomorrow be, and as it has and will always '
be, the land of Iraq will be ours," he
said in remarks carried by the official Iraqi . News Agency. "So come 4
on. Lions of Iraq, to take on the foreign hyenas. and victory will be
ours."
In his speech, Saddam appeared
tired, his face puffy. He wore reading glasses. something he usually •
avoids in public, lie shuffled papers .
as he spoke'. and peppefed his
remarks with references • to the
Quran.
He promised the Iraqis would • ;
drive coalition forces to their limits.'
making them lose their patience
"and thus lose the illusions they
have entertained."
"Draw your sword and be. not
afraid," Saddam urged the Iraqi
people. He added: "Long live jihad
and long live Palestine!"
The Baghdad attack catne less
than two hours after PresidentBush's deadline of 4 a.m. Baghdad .
time for Saddam to leave the country. American messages broadcast
on Iraqi airwaves declared,"This is •
the day you have been waiting for." •
Allied warplanes hit targets in .
western Iraq, bombing at least one
mobile Scud missile site. Frequent
sonic booms and the sounds of aircraft could also be heard in northern
Iraq above the city of Sulaymaniyah
in. the Kurdish autonomous enclave.
"We cry for Baghdad," said civil
servant and Baghdad historian
Abdel-Jabar al-Tamimi. "We will
also remember that God is stronger
than oppression. Wars come and go,
but Baghdad will remain."

For U.S. troops, start of war
welcomed after long wait
By KIMBERLY HEFL1NG
Associated Press Writer
CAMP NEW JERSEY, Kuwait
(AP) — After weeks on standby in
the Kuwaiti desert, U.S. troops welcomed news that war was underway
and said they were eager for orders
to cross into Iraq.
"It's a relief
we can finally
go," said Spc.
Robert
McDougal, 21.
of Paris, Texas,
as the 101st
Airborne broke
camp Thursday.
"Standing by
is the hardest
thing to do," he said. It is time to
put our training to the test."
Scores of vehicles, including
bulldozers, humvees and trucks full
of equipment and supplies, lined up
in Camp New Jersey, ready to move
out. A dust storm that buffeted the
troops on Wednesday had eased,
giving way to a relatively cool
morning — low 80s — with a few
clouds.
Soldiers were up at dawn,-cleaning tents and stuffing items into duffel bags. Some tried to slip out to the
dining facility for one last hot meal
before leaving.
Sgt. Brian McGough, 27.
Philadelphia, sat by his automatic
grenade launcher as he loaded rucksacks into storage containers.
"No one ever prays for war, but if
it comes to that we are trained to do
it," he said. "We all have high
morale. We'll do fine. But there is
always the unknown factor. You just
have to be flexible and react to what
happens."
Elsewhere in Kuwait, members
of the 709th Military Police
Battalion learned about the strikes
on Baghdad from a reporter.
"Good. At least we know what
we will be doing in the next three
days," said Lt. Col. Richard
Vanderlinden, the battalion commander.
He said his MPs would follow on
the heels of advancing U.S. forces,
coping with prisoners of war and
displaced Iraqi civilians.
Some Iraqi soldiers have surrendered already. An officer with the

AP Photo

TAKING COVER ... Soldiers from the 3rd Brigade of the 101st
Airborne Division take cover during an alert behind a cement
bunker at Camp New Jersey in the Kuwaiti desert today. Three
Patriot missiles where fired at what appeared to be an Iraqi missile attack on U.S. forces assembling on forward positions.
3rd intantry Division, brietirq2 Tomahawk is able to fly at just
reporters on condition on anonymi- under the speed of sound. hugging
ty, said entire Iraqi divisions are the ground to deliver a 1.000-pound
warhead onto a preprogrammed tarexpected to surrender swiftly.
Aboard the aircraft carrier USS get.
Officials said it was possible that
Kitty Hawk in the Persian Gulf, ordlimited attacks in various parts
other
headgear
nance crews in protective
and red life vests wheeled 500- of Iraq could be launched over the
pound, 1.000-pound and 2,000- next day, even before the main air
pound bombs along the flight deck assault begins.
When all-out bombing does
Thursday and fitted them under the
wings of F-14 Tomcats and F/A-18 begin, U.S. warplanes are likely to
Hornets strike planes. The bombs. drop 10 times as many precisionequipped with laser guidance sys- guided bombs on the first day of all- •
tems, were marked with yellow out bombing of Iraq as they did to
stripes on their nose to indicate they open the 1991 Gulf war, a senior Air
Force planner said at a Pentagon
were live munitions.
Military officials said the briefing.
"I don't think the potential adverTomahawk missiles fired at
has any idea what's coming,"
sary
were
Baghdad in the opening salvo
launched from warships in the Red said Col. Gary Crowder, the chief of
Sea and Persian Gulf — the destroy- strategy at Air Combat Command,
ers USS Milius and USS Donald which is responsible for- all Air
Cook; the cruisers USS Bunker Hill Force warplanes.
Crowder said 300-400 precisionand USS Cowpens; and the attack
submarines USS Montpelier and guided weapons were dropped on
the first day of the 1991 air war and
USS Cheyenne.
- Introduced during the war with suggested at least- 3.1XXI_Avould he
Iraq a dozen years ago, the used on the first day this time

IN Laker ...
From Front

bration for us. It's the best time of
our lives. Still, with stuff like this
happening, maybe this is the kind of
thing that can get people to take (the
war) off their minds for awhile."
"If we had our choice, I'm sure
we'd all rather (war) be happening
at another time," said Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins, a member of CCHS' fifth
graduating class. -We know it's a
crucial time for all of us. But you
know what? What's going on here
has a lot of importance, too. And,
for me,this state tournament is what
this country is all about.
"For these kids, they just don't
have this kind of excitement too

often.,- he added.
"Life has to go
on."
That sentiment
by
is echoed
teacher
CCHS
.1,ennifer
a
Stubblefield,
1988 CCHS alum.
Stubblefield
"Does (going
to a state tournament or two) mean
forget about our guard unit from
here being in Cuba right now? No."
she said.
"We are wearing our red and our
white and our blue proudly today,
both for our teams here, but also for
our soldiers."

as a backdrop for other news closer
to home.
"I'm a news guy anyway. and I
was probably up until 1:30
(Wednesday morning) watching
what all was going on. It definitely
does get into the back of your
mind," said Lane. "When I was a
player was one of the saddest times
of my life, just like when we won
(Saturday) was one of the best.
These guys on this team just don't
realize how lucky they are.
"But it does give you an eerie
kind of feeling to know this is going
on while our country has(a military
action) going on," he added."know
it would've been had I been playing."
For Dinner'?
For the county, the impending What's for Breakfast?.. For Lunch'?
more
war with Iraq can be taken
personally here than some other www.Murraymenus.com
Murray's only online menu source.
locations. The 438th Military Police
Company, based in Murray, has
Over 35,000 hits. and growing daily.
been in Cuba guarding suspected
Thanks To All Our Visitors!
terrorists.
View ofi these menus online nght new/
"Every day I think about (the
The Big Apple Los Portales Martha's ,„
Pagliat's
U.S. soldiers)," said Calloway
Toms GnIle Mr Gattr's & &nom Stockade'"'"-Pen
Bull
The
Richard
School Board member
Smotherman, prior to a rally that
Sennce Provrded by C Bussness Soluhons Webcenter
was held at the school's Jeffrey
Gymnasium for the Lakers
Wednesday morning. "I wouldn't
say that it necessarily makes you
feel cheated (that a war is happening at an enjoyable time for CCHS
athletics). I think, though, it really
makes you think of what is important. We're just so thankful to live in
this country."
Calloway County High School is
not the only school experiencing
this strange feeling. Fifteen other
207 Robertson Road South
teams that have made it to Rupp.
Murray
While trying to make good on the
(270)753-8240
precious chance of turning heavenly
visions that danced in their heads
while they slept as kids into reality.
K-3rd Graders
WHO?
they will be hoping the U.S. forces
sucultra
being
while
can stay safe
cessful in the Middle East. Chances
WHAT? Worship Services with singing, storytime,
are the same predicament will face
& more, designed for kids
the participants of next week's Girls
Sweet 16 event in Bowling Green
WHERE? Room 25(down from gym)
If things stay on current course, it is
be
could
likely American forces
several days into actively executing
WHEN? 2nd & 4th Suodays, 10:30 a.m.
a strategy to forcefully disarm Iraq.
"It kind of does weigh it down a
So kids can worship, sing, and hear the
WHY?
little," said Lady Laker senior
GREATEST STORIES EVER TOLD Trom
Carley Williams, thinking of what
Western
she and the other players at
• Bible at a level they can understand
_the
Kentucky University may face next
week aside from the competition. "I
WE INVITE YOU TO COME & JOIN US
mean, this should be a time of cele-
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Russia, China denounce strike

MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES

BEIJING (At') -- Condemnation and regret tippled at. ross the %orld
today — from the governments of the world's most powerful nations to
the streets of the smallest — as people awakened to a U.S.-led war
against Iraq and said it wasn't necessary. Amencan allies struggled to
offset the display..
Russia and China denounced the U.S. actions, and France and
Germany lamented the strikes and warped of the potential for catastrophe. Dozens of other countries avoided direct denouncements but
expressed regret that the problem could not he solved peacefully through
the United Nations.
Outrage simmered in Islamic countries. And even on the streets of
U.S.-allied nations, there were harsh words against Washington.
Russian President Vladimir Putin demanded a quick end to the attack.
calling it a "big political mistake." In China, long opposed to any military action, the Foreign Ministry said the strike was "violating the norms
of international behavior."
"This military action cannot be justified." Putin said in Moscow.
Germany expressed "great concern and consternation" that its antiwar diplomacy with France and Russia had failed; it immediately turned
attention to the aftermath — and offered help dealing .with the humanitarian consequences.
"France regrets this action taken without approval of the United
Nations." President Jacques Chirac said in a brief televised speech."We
hope these operations will be as rapid and least deadly as possible, and
that they don't lead to a humanitarian catastrophe."
France, Germany and Russia lined up in recent weeks to oppose war
in Iraq and threaten to veto any U.N. resolution that automatically
authorized the use of force.
From the streets of Pakistan to the beaches of Barbados to the halls of
Finland's government, the initial salvo of an American war against Iraq
rippled across the planet in minutes. shaking up lives and setting legions
on edge.
"There's nothing good about war," said Ngai Sik-wai. a restaurateur
in Hong Kong, watching with some customers as President Bush
announced the attacks. "What is America thinking?" said Hong Ji, a
Muslim shopkeeper in Beijing. And from Alexei Barenov, 24, an interior designer in Moscow: "The Americans don't listen to anyone."
As citizens fueled by instantaneous information debated and questioned, governments lined up much as they have for months. Britain and
Japan, staunch U.S. allies, expressed immediate solidarity. with Japanese
Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi saying- Iraq "has not acted sincerely.'
Italy, Denmark, Poland and Albania also said they supported the United
States.
"The war in Iraq is a reality that we expected." said Philippine
President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo. a U.S. ally. "The Philippines is part
of the coalition of the willing."
Iran, Iraq's neighbor and longtime enemy, issued immediate condemnation, calling the U.S. action "unjustifiable and illegitimate." Neutral
Finland weighed in, too, with President Tarja Halonen calling military.
force outside the U.N. Security Council "not acceptable."
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Enjoy All The NCAA Tournament On
Your New Big Screen!
Sony KP-43HT20 Ultra affordable
value in a high
definition TV All
the beautiful high
definition picture in
a price range you
can afford

Sale Price

$1,599

Sony KP46WT500 - The
compact KP46VVT500 46" high
definition
widescreen by
Sony with 'shelving
underneath for
those tight spots
All the fun, all the
entertainment in a
space you never
dreamed.

YEAR FREE
F/AMA/CMIG

Sale Price

$1,899

Includes Free Delivery

Includes Free Delivery

SONY

SONY.

Sony KP-51WS500 - The "little" big screen with a 51"
high definition picture as good as its big brothers
The KP-51WS500 by Sony is the big screen that
doesn't take up big space

Sale Price $2,199
Less Instant Rebate $200
irbu Pay Only

$1,999

Includes Free Delivery

SONY

WORIMP

Sony KP-57WS500
- Sony brings
beautiful images to
life with the KP57WS500 sr high
definition
widescreen projection television. An
affordable way to
experience the
best in home theater.

Westsicip Baptist .
Church

1 YEAR FREE
PAIMIC/Ale

Sale Price $2,499
Less Instant Rebate $100
You Pay

only $2,399

Includes Free Delivery

SONY

Sony
KP-65WS500 Bigger is
definitely
better when
you're buying a
television
Jump on the
Sony
KP-65WS500
for your home
theater Its a
65" bargain

$2,999
Includes Free Delivery

SONY
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Winning a war against Iraq seems a
certainty, but the imminent conflict
holds many possible hazards and
unknowables for the United States.
If U.S. troops
bog down, that
could trigger
recession at •
home, place a
huge burden on
U.S. taxpayers.
increase the risk
of terror attacks
in the United
Washington States and fan
antiToday
By Tom Raum Americanism
abroad. Iraq
AP Writer
could unleash
chemical or biological attacks
on Israel, touching off a wider Arab
war.
President Bush has staked much
on his effort to overthrow Saddam
Hussein without broad international
support. And the bar for such a victory is set high.
For the United States to claim
vindication for moving pre-emptively, U.S. forces will have to find
banned weapons of mass destruction. Adding to the burden, casualties among U.S. troops and Iraqi
civilians must be held to a minimum. Iraq's cultural antiquities and
-natural-resources- 4-a-region-his-tofians call the "cradle of civilization" — must be safeguarded. And.
perhaps most importantly. Saddam
must be removed.
Bush gave Saddam and his two
sons 48 hours — to 8 p.m. EST
Wednesday, — to leave or face war.
"The tyrant will soon be gone,- he
said in a speech televised around
the world. Saddam was quick to
reject the ultimatum.
Advancing its best-case scenario, the administration suggests a
quick and successful war will heal
the rift in the Western alliance, pave
the way for Iraq's reconstruction,
advance Middle East peace. drive
down oil prices. stimulate the U.S.
economy and serve as a powerful
lesson to other hostile regimes.
But "what-ifs- and potential
twists abound.
What will Saddam will do once
bombs start falling? Will he attack
Israel with chemical or biological '
weapons? Set oil fields ablaze as he
did in Kuwait in 1991? Try to maximize civilian casualties in his own
population? Draw the fighting into
city streets? Manage to evade capture?
"There are lots and lots of wild
cards.- said Michele Flournoy of
the Center for Strategic and
International Studies.
Central to most, said the former
Defense Department planner, is
"the reaction of the Iraqi people.
Do they see us as liberators or

occupiers? Do they help us or hurt
us?"
Current military planners fear
that Saddam will employ his
weapons of mass destruction
against Israel or on invading O.S.
forces, unleashing lethal clouds of
mustard gas, the deadly nerve agent
VX or anthrax.
Bush in his televised speech
specifically appealed to Iraqi troops
not to "fight for a dying regime,"
use weapons of mass destruction or
blow up oil wells. Iraq's oil
reserves are second only to those of
Saudi Arabia.
A\nother nightmare is that the
Iraqis will blow up dams on the
Tigris and Euphrates rivers, flooding wide expanses-and slowing a
U.S. military advance on Baghdad.
Another fear is that Turkish
troops will enter Iraq from the north
and wage a separate war against
Kurds to keep them from declaring
an independent state. That could
divert U.S. troops from the main
struggle.
Even with a U.S. victory, frayed
ties with allies could persist for
decades, undermining trade relations and the larger war on terrorism.•
And the administration's strikefirst military strategy could embolden other powers to do likewise.
Russia might use pre-emption to
justify-traCkiugedown_Chechenrebels in the republic of Georgia.
India might use it to justify a preemptive attack on nuclear rival
Pakistan. China could assert.such
rights to "reclaim" Taiwan.
Economic consequences of a
long, drawn-out war could be farreaching -- at a time when federal
budget deficits are already mushrooming.
Rep. Ike Skelton of Missouri,
top Democrat on the House Armed
Services Committee. warned
Tuesday of a "potential for a ragged
ending- and challenged the president to lay out the long-term economic and military costs of the war.
Shelton suggested the lack of U.N.
involvement could force the United
States to shoulder the brunt of a
200,000-troop occupation force and
$20 billion in annual post-war
costs.
Stocks have rallied amid expectations that a war with Iraq would
be swift.
"The market expects the.war to
go well. for Saddam to be vanquished, energy prices lower and
few casualties." said Mark Zandi,
chief economist for Economy.com.
"If that script isn't followed closely.
I think the markets will be roiled,
the economy will struggle and in all
likelihood we will be in recession."
Tom Raum has covered national
and international affairsfor The
c.(Icititett Precl thwe 1973.

Got Something To Say?
Write a Letter to the Editor
Send your letter to P.O. Box 1040, Murray
KY 42071 or fax to 270-753-1927. Please
include address and telephone number and all letters MUST BE SIGNED! Letters should be between 250-350
words in length and we require letters be typed. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit or reject any letter
on the basis of length. style, spelling. grammar. libel, good
taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page.
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A European View
I have been thinking for a long time about
this letter, but with all the accusations flying
across the globe I feel strongly that I have to
write it.
In 1988 I came to Murray as an exchangestudent, very excited and very prejudiced. Like
all my new friends, who visGuest Voice ited_me later in Holland, I
By Harriet
had a picture in my mind,
Eijpen-Ronk about how the American peoNetherlands, ple live. They were either fat
Europe
of anorexic thin, they were
loud and everything had to be
bigger and better. Failure was
unacceptable and they had no clue, what was
going on outside the country. They also played
sports all the time, ate only hamburgers. listened
to rap music, shot each other on the street and
police cars ran over trashcans all the time.
Some of these things turned out to be true,
but like in any country I visited before, most of
those things were nonsense for most Americans.
In my host family we ate normal food, like at
home. I went to MHS and had to do homework
and study. like at home. And the people in
Murray were kind, nice and very interested in
my life back home in Europe. Things were bigger and there was more space in Kentucky, no
wonder if you're from a country not even half
the size of Kentucky. My classmate James is still
in shock from the time I explained to him that
on that little dot on the map 15 million people
have a home and a life.
I learned a lot from my year in another country. I made a lot of friends and gained a new
family. Murray became my number one spot for
my annual vacation. Later my husband fell in
love with the town too. One of the things I
learned that it is ok to love the place where you
come from. My classmates couldn't wait to
leave for college and get out of Murray, the
same feeling I had when I left Holland. But I
learned not only to appreciate a new culture and
country but also my own.
My parents sent me to the United States, to
find out about another culture to learn to accept
that people are different, and deal with these differences. The number of friends that have come
to visit me learned those same things. They lived
with a Dutch family for a few weeks, and looked
beyond the Red Light District, tulips and cheese.
But now with the Iraq crisis, I hear disturbing
things in the American media on how they view
Europe. It started for me in May, when I was in
Kentucky on vacation. Mr. Bush was visiting

France, on the news the only thing they showed
about the visit was a number of French idiots.
wearing Bush masks and chanting "Bush is a
terrorist". I know that is very unkind and dumb
to do, but when I checked the Dutch papers on
the internet, I also saw that Bush and Chirac visited the huge cemeteries, where the American
heroes from WW II are buried. They had a little
ceremony, in which these heroes where honored.
Wouldn't that have been a better topic to show?
Like after September 11th, CNN showed a
group of about 20 Muslim youth, who cheered
and celebrated the attacks. Wouldn't it have been
better, if they had taken that precious time to
show, the numerous memorials that had been put
up? The thousands of candles lit on the big
squares in every town across Europe? The millions of flowers that lay beside these candles,
accompanied by notes from the Europeans to
their fellow people in the US. The European
wide minute of silence, where everybody
stopped work or other things they were doing?
All the cars on the side of the highways, filled
with people still trying to figure out, how it was
possible that human beings could be this siak
and cruel. All the flags at half mast, sometimes
the local flag and the American flag hanging
side by side? Wouldn't that have been more
comforting to the people in New York and the
rest of the country? .
This time around. I hear about french fries
being taken off the menu, European products
and companies being boycotted. because Europe
is not supporting the American enthusiasm to
start a war. In my opinion, that is kind of short
minded. How many bombs are going to reach
the US from Iraq, if they hit anything, Europe
will be a more likely target. That is why we are
scared, we want to anything to prevent a war, is
that strange?
There is one thing the whole world agrees on:
Saddam is a new Hitler with more modem toys,
and he need to be stopped. But the last war didn't scare him, what makes everybody think this
one will? We all hope so.
But there is another reason, we are not to
keen on starting a war with a Muslim country. In
the seventies, the economic growth caused a
shortage of labor, so the European countries
went to Morocco and Turkey to find people who
wanted to work in low paid jobs. It caused a
huge migration of Muslim people. By now they
have gotten married and multiplied. These people still live in bad neighborhoods and don't
speak any of the countries languages. They are

easily to manipulate and they feel very strongly
about their religious believes. They are willing
to die for their religion. That frightens people
over here. What if the War breaks out, will these
people support Saddam or the country they live
in? Especially in France, Belgium, Germany and
Holland this is a big problem. You can imagine
that people in cities with lar_ge Chinese communities, Will not be too- thrilled to start a war
against China.
That is why our governments, chosen by the
people and therefore representing the peoples
feelings, tried to solve the crisis with diplomacy.
This didn't work, obviously.
In Holland our prime-minister has stated his
political support to the US in a war situation, he
can't promise anything else because we are in
the middle of coalition talks for the new government. He doesn't have the authority right now.
But the fact is that the talks are going to fail
because of the Iraq crisis, it is important, but the
new government should be concerned with governing our country for the next 4 years. And the
Iraq situation is going to be a deal breaker. Just
to show you, that even in our dot on the map,
the situation is taken very seriously.
What I wanted to tell you with my letter is
the following: Both the European continent and
the United States are too beautiful and have too.
many wonderful people, even France, to be hostile with each other. On this side we should eat
ourselves full with McDonalds, to show our support to the US and Americans should buy the
European products again. THE ONLY WAY TO
BEAT SADDAM IS FORM A UNITED
FRONT,EVEN IF WE DON'T ALWAYS
AGREE.
So everybody, drape yourself in the flag of
your own country. be proud of it, do what you
can to help the troops that will go and fight the
war. If you don't agree with the war, respect
people with a different opinion, like you want to
be respected by them. If you can't do that be
quiet, but never spit on another countries flag,
culture or believes. Do not form an opinion
about a whole nation. And maybe the requirement to become a countries leader should be,
that you have to have been an exchange-student.
When we all manage to do that, this world
will be the place God intended it to be.
Harriet Eijpen-Rorik was a former student at
Murray High School in the 1980s.

Small town feels void left by war
By RYAN LENZ
Associated Press Writer
TELL CITY, Ind. (AP) — An
armory emptied of soldiers months
ago still has a Christmas tree standing in the lobby, its branches supporting photographs of National
Guard troops in camouflage
fatigues.
Candid shots from pitnics and
potlucks are pinned to a nearby bulletin board, photos of 82 people
from the armory who were called to
military duty at a time when war
with Iraq seems imminent.
Unlike soldiers from larger cities,
those from the 152nd Infantry's
Charlie Company come from a quiet
town where the armory is an object
of civic pride. Complete strangers
are hard to come by in Tell City, and
the faces that hang from the lobby
Christmas tree are familiar to many
around town.

"It makes you just have an eerie
feeling. Like these boys now, you
don't know if they're coming
home," said Francis Pekinpaugh,76,
who watched fyom her porch as the
caravan of soldiers from Charlie
Company passed on a cold day in
January.
About 300.000. military personnel are stationed throughout the
Persian Gulf. More than 4,000 of
them have come from Indiana
National Guard and reserve force
units, according to numbers the
Pentagon released March 5.
Tell City, an Ohio River town of
about 7,800 people midway between
Louisville. Ky., and Evansville, Ind.,
has seen a cross-section of its community shipped overseas. One of
them, Ernest Dean, worked on a
two-man crew at ThyssenKrupp
Waupaca Foundry inspecting steel
truck parts before they were boxed.

Co-workers and friends said they soldiers well. For blocks along Main
look forward to Dean's return so Street. yellow ribbons handed out by
they can hear more stories about the the armory blow in the wind from
countries where he's served in the light poles.
Mark Miller, a National Guard
military.
Firefighter James Lawson has soldier deployed from the Tell City
also gone, and a National Guard armory, was killed a decade ago in a
company flag will hang from one of tank battle during the final days of
the fire trucks until he and the others the Persian Gulf War. A polished
stone monument was erected in his
deployed from the armory retUrn.
Men and women in the guard and honor on the grounds of City Hall.
Inside the armory, Mary Bunner
reserves have been called from
small towns throughout the state. sits at her husband's desk handling
When a soldier leaves one of these the daily needs of soldiers' contowns, none of which has a popula- cerned mothers and wives. As the
tion of more than 10,000. the com- unit's family support chairwoman,
munity feels4he absence.
Runner is confronted in restaurants
"When you're short a guy, you and stores with questions about
know it," said Jason Vaught, who where the soldiers of Charlie
worked the late shift with Dean at Company have gone — questions
she'can`l'answer.
the foundry. "
Flags hanging from houses and
Her husband and son are among
signs in the windows of a carpet those mobilized, and she, doesn't
store and a laundry wish the town's know when they'll return.
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Robert Lewis Driver
Robert Lewis Driver, 80, Nashville, Tenn.. died Tuesday. March 18,
2003.
He had served in the United States Army in Italy during World War II.
His wife. Myrtle Driver, and three sisters, Cora Driver. Mattie
Schappani and Flossie Driver, all preceded him in death. He was the son
of the late Henry and Annie Driver.
Survivors include one daughter. Carol Elexis Waller, Nashville, Tenn.;
one son, Carlton Martin and wife. Della, Murray, Ky.; grandchildren,
Shauna Waller. Nashville, Anthony Waller and wife. Melanie, Murray,
and Robert Martin and wife, Venessa. Ashland City, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Baylee Faith-Waller and Kenadee Waller, both of Murray, and
Carly Martin, Ashland City; cousin, Virgie Nash, Nashville, Tenn.;
brother-in-law. Mitch Knall, and niece. Lucy Reed, both of Memphis,
Tenn.; and two nephews. Joe and Pat Schappani. Nashville.
The funeral will be today (Thursday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Harpeth Hills Funeral Home. 9090 Hwy. 100, Nashville, Tenn. Bro.
Rubel Shelly will officiate. Shauna Waller will sing The Lord's Prayer."
Pallbearers will be Darrell Knall, Wefel Tidwell, Tony Covens,. Joe
Schappanni and Pat Schappanni; D.E. Ryan, honorary:. Burial will follow in Harpeth Hills Memory Gardens.

Mrs. Debra Ann Bryant

A.C. (Jack) Lockwood
A.C. klack) Lvx:kwood, /9. Pal▪ mersville, Tenn:Aredliiesda). Nlarc1111.
2003. at Volunteer ComMunity Hospital. Martin, Tenn.
He was a retired security guard for Ford Motor Company, and was a Nay;
veteran of World War H.
Born in Frankfort, Ill.. he was the son of the late Giles Lee Lockwood and
Tina Webb Lockwood.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Betty Jane Jones Lockwood:one daughter.
Mrs. Linda Gregg. Palmersville, Tenn.: three grandchildren. Brian Pement and
wife, Eva. Jackie Holt and husband. David. and Scott Pement and wife. Tina:
six great-grandchildren.The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Bowlin Funeral Home.
Dresden, Tenn. Burial will follow in the Palmersville Cemetery.

Mrs. Lilian Geneva Lantrip
Mrs. Lillian Geneva Lantrip. 79. Symsonia. formerly of
Christian County. mother of Mrs. Edna Louise Lantrip Pool
died Fnday. March 14.-2003, at 305 a.m. at
Muray.of
Benton.
She retired from the GNC Store and previously worked
in the Head Start program for the Christian County Schools.
She was a member of New Palestine Baptist Church in
Christian County.
Her husband. Thomas Edward Lantrip. died Aug. 14.
1983. One brother. Paul McKnight. also preceded her in
Lantrip
death. Born Feb. 9, 1924, in Christian County, she was the
daughter of the late James Clarence McKnight and Verna
Lorene P'Pool McKnight.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Edna Louise Lantrip Pool and husband. Billy. Murray. two sons, Donald I Donnie) Edward Lantrip and wife,
Sandra,' Symsonia. and Thomas Randall (Randy) Lantrip and wife. Joyce.
Paducah; one sister. Mrs. Mary Dell Welch. Lexington; one brother, Walter
Earl McKnight. Montgomery, Ala.; three grandchildren. Vicky Crafton and
husband. Doug. Murray, Gary Pool and wife. Rebecca, St. Louis, Mo., and
Melissa Wallace and husband. Jason. Symsonia; five great-grandchildren,
Nathan Crafton, Thomas Pool, Leigh Anne Pool. Dale Pool and Dara Wallace.
The funeral was held Monday, March 17. at 3 p.m'. in the chapel of Beshear
Funeral Home. Dawson Springs. The Rev. Raymond Aldridge officiated.
Burial was in the Macedonia Cemetery

Mrs. Debra Ann Bryant, 37, Paddlewheel Road, Gilbertsville. died
Wednesday, March 19, 2003, at 5:39 a.m. Her death was from injuries
sustained in an automobile accident on Highway 68 East in Marshall
County.
An ultrasonographer at Women's Health & Wellness Center at
Lourdes Medical Pavilion, Paducah, she was a member of First Baptist
Church, Benton. A 1983 graduate of Symsonia High School, she attended Southern Illinois University and West Kentucky State Vocational Tech
College. She was also a member of Kentucky Lake Sailing Club. Five Mrs. Maria Benedicta Fulton
The funeral for Mrs. Maria BenediLia Fulton will he Friday.at 1 p.m. in the
Seasons Garden Club, and ARDMS.
chapel
of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. The Rev. James Fulton will officiate.
grandparents.
Sins
and
Lawrence
Mr.
were
her
Preceding her in death
follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Burial
will
Greene.
and Mrs. Wallace
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Survivors include her husband. Roy Lee (Gabe) Bryant III; her father,
Mrs. Fulton, 66, Fulton Lane. Mayfield. died Tuesday. March 18. 2003. at
Eddie Sins, and mother, Mrs. Debris Ann Sirls, both of Symsonia; one
1:50 a.m. at her home.
sister, Mrs. Donna Rosin, luka; one brother. Ricky Sirls, Reidland; her
One sister. Elvira Parker. and one brother. Leonardo T. Lopez, both precedgrandmother, Mrs. Laverne Sins, Benton; three nieces; one nephew.
ed her in death. She was the daughter of the late Jose B. Lopez and Veneranda
The funeral will be Saturday at II a.m. at First Baptist Church, (T. Lopez)Lopez.
Benton. The Rev. Don Wilson and the Rev. Mark Doom will officiate.
Survivors include her husband. Billy G. Fulton; one daughter. Mrs. Yvonne
Burial will follow in the Dixon Cemetery, Grand Rivers.
D. Fulton Mathis. and two sons. Ronald W. Fulton and Robert S. Fulton, all of
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home. Benton, after 4 p.m. Mayfield; five sisters, Eumelia Lopez and Maria Del Carmen Lopaz T. Martin,
both of Albuquerque, N.M., Rose Strickland. Apple Valley, Calif.. Rafaelita
Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church Romero and Jolanda D. Lopez. both-of Los Lunas. N.M.; four brothers. Adan
T. Lopez, Albert T. Lopez. Julian G. Lopez and Jose Orlando T Lopez., all of
Building Fund, P.O. Box 381, Benton, KY 42025.
Albuquerque.

Patton vetoes parts of state budget, says more to come
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Paul Patton said Wednesday
he will veto parts of the state
budget requiring him to 'slash 250
non-merit employees from the
state payroll by December.
The governor announced plans
to make four specific budgetary
line-item vetoes and promised
more by Thursday.
Patton said the state spending
plan lawmakers sent him this
month would require 250 top state
employees to be eliminated. That
would include administrators
appointed directly by the governor
- cabinet secretaries, commissioners and executive directors.
"State government would be
decimated," Patton said. "You
would not be able to administer
state government."
Instead. Patton said, he would
aim to eliminate 250 lower-ranking
unclassified employees from the
state payroll.
Patton has until Saturday to
veto legislation lawmakers passed
during this session. Legislators
return to work Monday for two

days devoted to gencies, such as ,forest fires and being reviewed. He did not indiacting on the gov- floods. He said the transfer of cate whether the Senate would try
ernor's vetoes.
money would leave the state with- to override them.
also out any cushion for future emerPatton
Patton said he plans to veto a
said Wednesday gencies, let alone, those that have separate .bill to eliminate axle
he would veto a already been identified this year.
weight limits on large trucks
mandated _state
StilLPatnaa said he is uncertain _because
it would tear up roads.
_
hiring freeze. He of how lawmakers would respond Richards said he probably agrees
said the state park to his vetoes. "If I had to guess. I'd with that veto. The bill would perPatton
system relies on say theOr-Sustain some and over- tain to vehicles licensed for a gross
about ride some," he said.
hiring
weight of at least 80,000 pounds.
1,400 seasonal employees for the
House Speaker Jody Richards,
On a separate subject. Patton
summer. Without them, some state D-Bowling Green. said he would said he did not plan to veto cuts to
parks may not be able to open. have to look at the moves before the lieutenant governor's budget.
Patton said.
making a final decision. However. The legislature decided to do away
Patton said he also would veto a Richards said, he doesn't think with an official residence, along
provision for a Department of eliminating 250 top state adminis- with a mansion staff, for the No. 2
Corrections educational program trators would drastically hurt state Officeholder.
for state inmates. He said the budg- government.
Also. the governor said he did
et did not provide enough money
"We don't feel - at first blush not have plans to veto a measure to
for it.
- that this would really cause a prevent local governments from
They just simply Can't man- great deal of problems," Richards regulating the state's oil and gas
date the impossible," Patton said. said. "Initially we ought to uphold industry. Instead, the measure calls
And, we don't have the ability to that one."
for the state's Department of
move money in. So ... we just simSenate
David Mines and Minerals to create reguPresident
ply wouldn't provide the educa- Williams said the vetoes were lation. ii)verhit's7. the industry.
tion."
Patton also said he would veto a
shift of $5.5 million from a fund
earmarked to pay for state emer-
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CATFISH DINNER
HALF PRICE 82.49
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Purchase Area Aquaculture Co-op.
locally grown
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Turner receives 10 years
on manslaughter charge
•
BY EDWARD SHERIDAN_
Staff Writer
Calloway County• Circuit Court
Judge Dennis Foust was searching
for signs of remorse. The Rev. W.G.
Harvey came seeking mercy.
In. the end, neither found what
they were looking for
Wednesday. Foust opted to go
with the recommendation
a
Calloway County
circuit court jury
made in January
and
sentenced
Angelita Turner to
411
-the maximum 10:
year sentence for a
charge of seconddegree manslaughTurner
ter. Turner was
found guilty Jan_ 28 of causing the
death of her newborn female infant in
her Murray State University dormitory room in March 2001. The infant's
body was found wrapped in a towel
and placed inside a trash bag in a cabinet underneath the room's kitchen
sink.
Despite the sentencing. though;
Turner may not be in a state penal
institution very long. Having already
served 716 days in the Calloway
County Jail. Turner will be eligible
for partite next month. Her attorney.
public defender Tom Glover. said
yesterday that he also plans to file an
appeal of the ruling within the next
30 days.
Glover said his appeal will primarily revolve around testimony given
by Dr. Mark LeVaughn. a former
state medical examiner who testified
for the prosecution in both Turner's
January trial and a previous trial
which ended in a hung jury in
September 2002. LeVaughn was
fired from his state position last fall.
and Glover said that LeVaughn had
been the subject of a criminal investigation by the Kentucky State Police
at one point during the January trial.
No charges were ever brought
against LeVaughn. though, and
Kentucky Chief Medical Examiner
Dr. Tracey Corey has refused to comment on why he was fired.
Glover said he attempted to have
LeVaughn impeached before he testified in the January trial, hut was
unsuccessful. Foust said Wednesday
he was not going to change any of the'
rulings he made in the earlier trial.
7- -"We -believe the eAisfeilt.t. of the
investigation undermines the credibility of Dr. LeVaughn," Glover said

yesterday."We believe Dr. LeVauglin
liminess that allows!!! the
commonwealth to get this to trial
We're very concerned that the state
police would investigate somebods
in their own cabinet."
Commonwealth Attorno Gale
Cook said Glover's mention of die
investigation was an attempt by the
defense to "muddy the water She
also said the defense's etpctt ss ii
ness. New York pathologist I h I tot'.
Roh, never psi w 'tied a I C134 tr 4 -hi.
findings in the case to thr
flow
Glover called several vs imess,
Wednesdav.. including .1 neellia -,
grandmother. it
'honer. Paula
Stockdale. whose son is thr lather it
Angehta's 4- vear old
Harvey. who is the pa.1,q
1
Paducah's New(;water
Church
Stockdale said Angchia liii
ter, who lives with het Loh,t ii
Tennessee. has not been at)le • 1,
her mother since the Scpk•oil,,
trial. Foust granted a shi,ri tittle i•
the two to he togethci t,
It
Wednesday's hearing. hut
hi71 said she fears file
girl has already been done
"She's missed Angchia ti ft
Stockdale said. "I am not heie
•Ai.•
Angelita is a saint. hut I ATI
ct.tfoi
was a good mother to
daughter."
Harvey'. who said he
Turner twice while shc w is ii1.1.1
said he believes Angelita shoull iii
been granted the prohao,+IV
was asking for. "I feel like Myth, I
&sow,
incarceration will An;
her." Harvey said. "I ot...;ers-,1 !hal
there is something goi‘d ahour
girl. All I'm asking tot is s,,Th.•
mercy.Cook called no witnesses it, it,:
'stand. She did show (
nesses a picture of the dv's.c,ev',1
infant in the garbage hag and had is
fight hack tears at one point dining
her closing remarks. -ti!, one ha,
wept for this child.- she said • No
one knew if there was a tuileral it
where this child is hurled he,..ause
one cared.hiust took nearly 30 minutes hi
deliver a ruling once argument> had
ceased. He said his des sit onaik
came down to Turner's demeanor
and actions during the h.,i trials
'I have no doubt that teat proLi.
bly played-d.14444,3_
actions:* the judge said "But I
for signs of remorse. l'‘e seen ns
Mai the only

Sheriff'sLog
Marshall County Sheriff's Office
• Davide M. Gore, 19, Murray. was charged with theft by deception
over $300 and lodged in the Marshall County Detention Center March
7. Gore allegedly passed several cold checks at the Gateway Shop o
Rama in Draffenville between the dates of Feb 26 and March 7.
• Stacy Lynn Thorn, 23. Benton. was arrested and charged with
first-degree wanton endangerment March 9 following a domestic disturbance on Brewer's Highway. Lynn allegedly broke the rear window
of a van operated by Joseph Thorn of Murray. An officer's investigation
revealed that an infant in the van was covered with broken glass, lead ing to the charges being filed.
• Allene G. Warlick. 83. Benton, was injured in a three-vehicle accident on the morning of March 14. Warlick was drivng across U S. 641
two miles south of Benton when she struck a northbound vehicle cfrts./
en by Chad E. Rogers. 21. Paducah. Rogers' vehicle then struck a
third vehicle stopped at a stop sign and driven by Kamille E Floyd. 40.
Murray. Warlick was transported to the Marshall County Hospital with
injuries.
- Information gathered from reports.
logs and citations from respective agencies

and read this!

The Murray Insurance Agency
has the farm owners insurance policy for you!
We also provide insurance for:
•Automobiles
• Health
• Homeowners
• Life
• Commercial
• Longterm Care
arail
• Workers Compensation • Disability Income
lasesaempa
• Bonds
• Medicare Supplements
753-4751
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report ;P c9eas,"
Dow Jones Ind. 41g.
Air Products
Anthem
AOL Time Warner
AT&T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
Choron Texaco Corp
Daimler Chrysler
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor
General Electric
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR
Goodrich
Goodyear

.-8187.47 • 77.98
41.75 - 0.41
62.02 - 0.66
11.20 - 0.26
16.58 - 0.35
22.38 - 0.27
39.15 - 0.45
22.12 - 0.49
49.16 - 0.63
65.82 - 0.01
29.90 + 0.05
42.32 - 0.51
35.58 - 0.01
7.42 - 0.21
26.64 0.34
33.51 - 0.55
35.79 - 1.30
15.06- 0.38
4.31 - 0.09

HopFed Bank*
1 B S1
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer. Inc. Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
1:ST
Wal-Mart

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
uric • price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

13.72 B 14.10 A
81.26 - 0.74
18.95 - 0.55
17.94 - 0.04
13.99 .0.17
21.87 -0.12
14.29 - 0.28
54.68 + 0.22
25.98 • 0.34
19.96 - 0.42
40.29 -0.17
30.60. 0.19
17.67 - 0.08
20.11 -0.49
26.61 -0.37
20.29 - 0.21
27.92 -0.33
52.44 - 0.61

FREE INSTALLATION
PER MONTH*
FOR 3 MONTHS
Experience a whole new way to watch television.

• Up to 150 video and music channels without
• All local broadcast stations
• Interactive on -screen guide
• Multiple channels of Mediacom Pay Per View

MediaconT
Call 270-527-3211 or 1-800-444-5353

4.1
9
HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You,
J J 8 milliard loV L Lyons Inc • Mornbor NYSE
and SIPC
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Community
Thursday, March 20, 2003

Women's Spring'Health
Forum will be Sunday

Engagements
Wadkins and Wolford

Photo provided

SPECIAL PROGRAM...David Daniel, left and Judy Adams of
West Kentucky Special Education Cooperative, presented a program on "Meeting the Needs of the Exceptional Child" at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club.

Needs of Exceptional Child
discussed at Rotary meeting
Judy Adams. director, and David
Daniel. assistive technology specialist, for the West Kentucky
Special Education Cooperative.
recently presented to the Rotary
Club of Murray a program on
"Meeting the Needs of the
Exceptional Child."
Adams provided information
about the number of children with
disabilities who reside in the region
of west Kentucky as well as
statewide

Part of the solution to "Getting
Students to Proficiency," as measured by testing. is through the
Universal Design for Learning, a
technology initiative which features
Read and Write Gold.
Daniel demonstrated Read and
Write Gold software which allows
text to be translated into pictures
and typewritten words to he spoken
in a human voice and signed for persons with hearing impairments.
Word prediction, dictionary access.
and thesaurus features were demonRegion One (west Kentucky) strated, also.
has 11,900 students with disabilities
The speakers concluded with the
-compared to"2- stdtc w
-total --ert. message-thatattitudinal-barriers are - 98,146.
the greatest challenge for persons
The statewide dropout rate is I
with disabilities and that every perpercent, compared with only 4 per- son is touched somehow by a discent in Region One. However, the ability.. Rotarians were asked to
percentage of students who leave think of "differently-abler individschool prior to graduation is higher uals and always to put the _person
among students with disabilities.
first rather than the disability.

By Jo Burkeen
In light of President George Bush's recent speech.
Community
the fellowship hall of First Baptist Church will be open
Editor
for prayer."As you have time, please drop by for a time
of personal prayer for our nation," a church staff member said.

Cunningham and Stoner

CCHS Baseball Team plans car wash

Mrs. Earlene Cunningham announces the engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter, Rita Faye Cunningham of Murray, to
Dannie Lee Stoner of Manchester. Miss Cunningham is also the daughter of the late Paul Cunningham.
Mr. Stoner is the son of Fred and Ilene Stoner of Manchester, Tenn.
Together the couple has seven children who are Lloyd Long Jr. and
Bobby Long of Murray, Bonnie Long of Oak Grove, and Tim, John,
Tonya and Joe Stoner, all of Manchester.
The wedding vows will be said on Tuesday,_July I, 2003, at 2 p.m. at
Ruttledge Falls Church, Manchester, Tenn. Bro. Bill Williams will officiate at the ceremony.
The couple will reside in Manchester, Tenn.

The Center for Continuing
Education is currently taking registrations for the non-credit classes.
Basics of Web Site Construction and
Introduction to Adobe PhotoShop.
Participants in the Basics class
will have a hands-on opportunity
learn and understand how to build a
website. Topics covered include:
how a website is set up: the use of
website software (such as Microsoft
FrontPage). the basics of HTML:
and how to publish the website.
The class will meet for three consecutive Thursdays beginning April
10 from 6 to 8 p.m. The fer fore the
class is $55 which includes learning
materials.
Introduction
to
Adobe
PhotoShop has been one of MSU's
most popular courses over the past

few years. This is the computer program that allows users to enhance or
repair photos.
The hands-on course will teach
participants to improve photo quality by renewing contrast, sharpening
focus, enlarging or reducing, and
removing scratches or backgrounds.
The class will meet for three consecutive Tuesdays. April 8,15 and
22. from 6 to 8 p.m. The fee for the
class is $55.
Both classes will meet in room
209 of the Industry and Technology
Center on the Murray State campus.
Space is limited. Registrations are
currently being taken.
For more information or to register. contact the Center for
Continuing Education at 762-3659
or 1-800-669-7654, extension 3659.

Coming soon!
Miss Spring 2003
****4 DAYS ONLY****

CleverMoms

!
(
111

Mayfield's Original Semi-Annual Children's Consignment Sale
1,000 of qualit children's items
Infant-TEEN clothing. toys. maternit.,. bedding, school books, etc.
MAYFIELD FAIRGROUNDS
Exit 24 - Purchase Parkway. Highway 121
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday - March 19-21 (10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.)
Saturday, March 22(5:00 a.m.-300 p.m.) - •HALF PRICE DAY'
'Items not marked MT

(Home

New Collection for
the Home & Kitchen

• PITO 1ERS • \
• SUGAR & CREAMER SITS
BONES'LAMPS
'CANDIES • 45 • CR X:KS
Music

Ginger's Hallmark
Murray • 640 N. 12th

Church fellowship hall open

Calloway County High School Baseball Team will have a fund-raising
car wash on Saturday, March 22. from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Hardee's, North
12th and Chestnut Streets.

East will accept parent nominations
East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Election
Committee is accepting nominations for parent representatives to serve during the 2003-2004 school year. Nominations will be accepted through
Thursday, March 27, 2003, at the front office of the school. All nominees
must meet qualifications in order to be placed on the ballot or elected to the
SBDM Council. Forms are available in the school's front office.

Spring City-Wide Yard Sale to be May 3

Soccer uniform swap Saturday
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will sponsor its last soccer
uniform swap during the practice Saturday, March 22 from 10 a.m. to noon
at the new pavilion beside the concession stand at Bee Creek. Everyone is
invited to bring by old uniforms, cleats and shin guards to trade or give for
someone else. For more information log on to www.beecreek.org
<http://www.beecreek.org./>.

•

Dessert cabaret scheduled Friday
Calloway County High School Choir will host a dessert cabaret on
Friday, March 21, at the National Guard Armory, Highway 121 North,
- -Murray,- Serving will -start-at640-ft.m:-Entertainment
later be presented by the choir. Tickets are $5 each. All proceeds will go toward expenses
for the choir's trip to Gatlinburg, Tenn. Mark Dycus, director of choral
music at CCHS, invites the public to attend this special event.

Open Pickers and Singers at Glory Bound
PROUD KINFOLK ... When Wednesday's send-off for the
Calloway County High School boys basketball team concluded, the Lakers were carrying various signs of support
with them from the county's younger students. One was this
large banner from Southwest Elementary, shown with some
relatives of CCHS players and cheerleaders. Front from left
are: Chase Walker (brother of cheerleader Courtney Walker)
and Logan Burks (brother of cheerleader Rakeshia Burks).
Middle: Taylor Futrell (sister of player Chase Futrell) and Joe
Futrell (uncle of player Chase Futrell). Back: Averee Fields
(sister of Lady Laker Shameka Dial).

-Open-Pickers and Singers Night will be featured at the Glory Bound
Entertainment tonight, March 20. from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glory. Bound
Coffee House, Chestnut Street, just east of Ryan Milk Company. There is
no admission, but a love offering will be taken. This is an outreach ministry
of Goshen United Methodist Church. Joe Lawrence, coordinator, said a
taped portion of Glory Bound can be heard over Radio Station WNBS on
Saturday. March 22, from 10 to 11 a.m.

Fundraiser planned at bank Friday
A tund-raising hake sale with 100 percent of the proceeds going to the
LifeHouse Walk for Life by the employees of Heritage Bank will be Friday,
March 21, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the lobby of the bank, 210 North 12th
St., Murray.

Angel Alert issued by center

Service'"

A single mother is in dire need of a refrigerator. Anyone with a working
refrigerator they would be willing to donate is asked to contact the
Calloway Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Duncan promoted and
receives orders
Sgt. Erick Duncan received his promotion from
S.P.C. to sergeant on March 13. He is a member of
the 2113th Transportation Unit out of Hickman and
Paducah.
He is the son of Billy and Kim Duncan of
Murray.
Sgt. Duncan's unit has been called to active duty
in support of Operation Endurance Freedom.
Duncan and other members of the unit will report
to Fort Campbell March 23. From there their destination is unknown.

Free tax help available
1-rce tax help tor seniors in preparing their income tax forms will be
available Friday, March 21, at the Calloway County Public Library by
AARP. Walk-in-only tax help will be available from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each
Friday through April 11 for middle and low income taxpayers with special
attention to those age 60 or older. For more information call 753-6001.

Racer Arena hours listed for walkers
The Racer Arena at Murray State University will be open for walkers
during spring break from 6:30 to 9 a.m. March 19, 20,21 and 22. The arena
will be closed on Sunday; March 23, according to David Snow, assistant
sports information director. For information call 762-3351.

Duncan

Anderson deployed to Southwest

Mother to Mother

to meet Friday

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Friday, March 21, at 10:30 a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library,
710 Main St. Murray. Refreshments and door prizes will be featured.
Pregnant moms(and dads)as well as former breastfeeding moms of any age
are welcome. For information call Kim Jastremski, C.L.E.C., at 759-4746.

NORFOLK. Va. — Marine Corps Reserve Pfc. David J. Anderson. son
of Teresa L. Anderson of Murray, Ky. and David J. Anderson, of
Chebanse, Ill., was recently called to active duty in support of Operation
Enduring Freedom while assigned to Military Police Company "A", 4th
Force Service Support Group (FSSG), home based in Lexington, Ky.
A Farm Consignment Sale will be held by Calloway County High School
Anderson's unit deployed as part of a larger Marine force currently repoChapter of the Future Farmers of America Saturday, March 22, starting at
sitioning to Southwest Asia for possible future contingency operations in
10 a.m. at the Calloway County Fair Grounds, Highway 121 North, Murray.
support of the global war on terrorism.
Auctioneer
will be W. Dan Farris. For information call 1-800-631-1885.
The 4th FSSG is an integral member of a Marine Air-Ground Task Force,
providing focused logistical support both at home base and to deployed
units throughout the world.
Temple Hill Lodge No 276 of Free and Accepted Masons has reschedThey provide combat service support in six main functional areas: supuled its chili supper for Friday, March 21, from 5 to 8 p.m. at the lodge hall,
ply, maintenance, transportation, medical and dental care, and engineer suplocated on Highway 464, between Highways 641 North and 94 East. Chili,
PortAnderson is a 2002 graduate of Murray High School of Murray, Ky. and. hot dogs, sandwiches, drinks and desserts will be the served. A $3 donation
is requested. The public is invited.
joined the Marine Corps Reserve in September 2001.

FFA consignment sale will be Saturday

Temple Hill Lodge plans chili supper

Aariofein (Bastin —

Shoppes of

Jo's
Datebook

Murray Tourism Commission and Freedom Fest will once again host the
Spring City-Wide Yard Sale on Saturday. May 3, from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. The
deadline for entry is April 25. Applications are available at the Commerce
Centre building in front of Wal-Mart. For more information call the Murray
Tourism Commission at 759-2199.

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times Photo

Special class is scheduled

Women's Spring Health Forum will be Sunday,
March 23, at 3 p.m. at St. John's Missionary Baptist
Church, 122 Spruce St., Murray.
Dana Manley, ARNP, nursing professor in the
department of nursing of Murray State University,
will be the special guest presenter on "Cancer and
How It Impacts Women's Health."
This event will be hosted by the Nurses Guild of
St. John Church.
The pastor, the Rev. Abraham Clark, invites the
public to attend.

Ms. Tina Swift Wadkins and Aaron Eugene Wolford announce their
engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Swift of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Emily Swift and the late Headley
Swift and the late Parvin and Ruphanye Adams, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of Bill and Jean Wolford of Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Christine Wolford and the fare Aaron S:
Wolford of Illinois and the late Mr. and Mrs. A.E. Robertson of Missouri.
Ms. Wadkins is a graduate of Murray High School and is currently
employed at Big Lots, Inc., Murray.
Mr. Wolford is a graduate of Egyptian High School, Alexandra, Ill.,
and is currently employed with TVT in Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday, April 5, 2003, at 2 p.m. at Sugar Creek
Baptist Church, Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends are
invited.

St. • 759-9758

Make Tupperware Part of
Your Bridal Party
GREAT NEW STYLES & COLORS
Book A Bridal Shower For Your Bride-To-Be
Call For All The Details

Tupperware° •
For Home for Health For Life

Mary Janice Cooper
Sr Executfve Monogef

435-4377

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"

We Service All Major Appliances

753-1586
212 La.( \lain St.• Nltirra. KN.
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D'Angelo and Montgomery Anniversary
named for special honors
Amanda D'Angelo and Philip University to majoi in engineering
-Montgomery were named -for the physics and later obtain her master's
honor of Good Citizens of the 2002- -degree in nuclear engineering at the
2003 school yew by the Captain University of Tennessee. She hopes
Wendell Oury Chapter of the to work for a nuclear power plant or
Daughters of the American for the government repairing
Revolution.
nuclear submarines.
The two students were honored
Montgomery, a senior at Murray
at a recent luncheon meeting of the High School, is the son of the Revs.
chapter.
David and Ann Marie Montgomery
D'Angelo, a senior at Calloway of
1705
County High School, is the daughter Parklane Dr.,
of Kevin and Debbra De'Angelo of Murray.
For
240 Ironwood Dr., Murray.
the
past
For the
four
years.
past
four
years,
Montgomery
D' Angelo
has been a
has been an
member of
active paeticthe Murray
ipant in choHigh School
U
S
Soccer Team
Academic
serving
as
team, Future
captain of the
Problem
team. He has
Montgomery
Solving,
received the
Speech
Academic
Teem, FFA
Award, Sportsmanship Award and
ha p-t e r •
Most Valuable Player Award in-soct.) Angelo
Calloway
cer.
Girls Golf
Montgomery has been a member
and Girl Scouts. She has held lead- and secretary of the service organiership roles as treasurer. secretary zation. Hi-Y, Speech Team, Foreign
and current president of the FFA Language Club and National Honor
chapter and currently serving as Society. He recently was selected as
regional FFA secretary; tournament Murray Rotary Club Student of the
director for the Speech Team and Month in December.
patrol leader for Girl Scouts.
The MI-IS senior is an active
D'Angelo has been named as member of the Youth Group at First
best all-around senior girl and as Presbyterian Church. He has served
most talented of the senior class on mission trips, helping to build
which she is now serving as class houses and churches in Mexico,
secretary. She has served as cheer- New York City and on a Choctaw
leader. been named to the All-State Reservation in Oklahoma. He also
Choir and other special honors dur- serves on a planning team for the
ing her high school years.
Montreat Youth Conference, a
After graduation. D'Angelo national conference hosting over
plans to attend Murray State 6,000 students.

College students don't
remember the Beatles group
Time will get away from youif
you don't watch. I was talking to
some college students the other
night and mentioned the furor
that followed
-the-1964-arrival—
of the Beatles_
The kids looked
at me as if I
were speaking
about the
ancient Greeks.
It bothered
me
that such a
Library
recent event in
News
pop culture
By Ben Graves would be forCalloway County eign to
them.
Public Library But then
I
Director
stopped and
counted. 1964
was thirty nine years ago. I was II
at the time. but I remember the
events clearly (yep, getting old.)
Come to think of it, thirty nine
years before that, my grandfather
(mom's father) was dancing the
Charleston and tending bar in a
Speakeasy somewhere in Missouri.
Her mother was only 6. When you
look at it that way. the Beatles really and truly are ancient history to
the kids.
And what do we learn from this
exercise? We have to make the
effort to understand others as they
are and not as we think they should
be. Which leads us to -The
Stepparents Survival Guide- by
Suzen J Ziegahn. Ph.D.
Creating a successful blended
family is tough. It's a long-term
project where you have to deal
with enormous amounts of emotional baggage.
There are ex-spouses to consider. ex-spouses families, his kids.
her kids, visiting rights, and so on.
All on top of whatever caused the
initial family to break apart.
Even w hen the stepparent is
stepping into the place of a
deceased spouse. there are all kinds
of adjustments to go through.
Basically, you need all the help you
can get and that's what the book is
here for.
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And for the younger ladies, we
offer "Cheerleading- by Ellen
Rusconi and "The Chcerleading
Book- from the International
Checrleading Association.
-Both-of-these-are-at the-beginning level, introducing the most
common moves and routines for
readers from the second to fifth
grades. They're both really clear
and easy to use. You have to start
somewhere and this looks like the
place.
Picture books about movies are
surprisingly popular. We have several in. but my favorite is "Star
Wars Mythmaking- by Jody
Duncan.
Remember that. the original Star
Wars movie was made more than
25 years ago (There's that time
thing again.) Any new movies
made in the series have to look like
the original in ship design and so
forth.
The problem is that new computer techniques allow for much
more creativity. So the producers
have to balance exploiting new
capabilities with being true to the
previous films.
•••
Before I go. the book collection
for the troops -overseas is going
very well.
We've had donations from the
employees at Pella Windows and a
really big load from the pulmonary
care unit at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. That's in addition
to generous donations from many
families, individuals, and veterans
groups.

Photo prowled
PLAQUE PRESENTED.. Elaine Paschall, left, president of Hazel
Woman's Club, accepts the plaque from United Way with Nancy
Mieure, right making the presentation.

Wimberley gives program
at meeting of Hazel club
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Evans
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Evans of Almo will celebrate their 60th wedding
anniversary on Sunday. March 23.
Lunch will be served at 12:30 p.m. at Bethel United Methodist Church
in their honor. All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
The family requests that only cards be mailed or brought to the celebration.
Mr. and Mrs. Evans were married March 25. 1943. by Justice of the
Peace William A. Wyatt at Charleston. Mo. Their attendants were Frank
Albert and.Evelyn Overbey.
Mrs. Evans. the former Mamie Rowland, is the daughter of the late
Lemuel Rowland and Minnie Tinsley Rowland. She retired from the
National Store Corporation.
Mr. Evans, son of the late William H. Evans and Eula Compton Evans.
is retired from the. Kentucky Highway Department.
Their five children are the Rev. Mania Burkeen and husband. Wayne.
Bardwell. Mrs. Connie Wilson and husband. tarry. Paris. Tenn.. Mrs.
Suzanne Sewell and husband, Jim. Tallahassee. Fla., Mrs. Suzette Tidrick
. and husband. Glenn. Quaker City. Ohio. and Gary Evans and wife, Susan.
Their grandchildren-are Lori Dowdy. Larry Burkeen. Lisa Burkeen. Amy
Spain. Laurie Wilson, Erik Sewell. David Sewell. Jason Laughman. Casey
Laughman and Brian Evans. Their stepgrandchildren are Jill Stevens. Scott
Tidrick. Erin McGlone and Stacey Webb. Their seven great-grandchildren are Tiffany Dowdy. Ashlyn Dowdy.
Jordon Dowdy, Kaylan Dowdy. Laken Burkeen and April Burkeen., and
Taylor Jordan Dowdy, deceased. Five stepgreat-grandchildren are Zachary
Lac-eyndrick,-Astiley Montgomery. Mc enzic -Stevens and Devin
Stevens.

Kathryn A. Wimberley, agriculture student at Murray State
University, was the guest speaker at
the February meeting of the Hazel
Woman's Club.
A Tennessee Master Gardener.
she presented a slide program on
choosing plants and gardcn .design.
Elaine
Paschall, president.
presided.. The devotion was by
Clarkic Butterworth who also led in
the pledge to the American flag.
Reports were given by Linda
Bennett. secretary. and Janice
Wilkinson. treasurer. Carla Halkias,
CLEW 'chairman, said a workshop
was scheduled for March I I.
The club voted to give $30 for
KIND (Kids in Nature's Defense) to
be sent to the fifth grade class at
Southwest Elementary School.
Sharon Ray. international chairman, reported she is making hags for
special children. The club voted for
each club member to give $.5 for Ray
to buy children's items to fill the
hags.
' Nancy Mieure presented a plaque
from United Way of Murray and
Callow4 County for the club's support and commitment to the community.

The club
voted to give
$150 for a
campsite at
Relay for Life
to
be
at
Murray State
University
Roy Stewart
Stadium on
Friday. May
2. The club
will
also
sponsor six
luminaria at
Wimberley
$5 each in
memory of J.R. Latimer and Ann
Wilson, and in honor of Betty and
Bill Hudson, Janice Wilkinson and
Sandra Gallimore.
Also the club voted to give donations for Project Graduation of $50
to Henry County High School and
$50 to Calloway County High
School.
Appointed to the scholarship
committee were Linda Bennett,
Sandra Gallimore and Nancy
Mieure.
Hostesses for the social hour
were -Thiesa- Préid Elaine
Paschall. Present were 14 members.

Birth

SPECIALS!

Ryan Patrick Seltsam
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick I .cc Seltsam are the parents of a son. Ryan Patrick
Seltsam, born on Thursday. Feb. 27, 2003. at King's Daughters Hospital.
Ashland.
The baby weighed eight pounds nine ounces and measured 21 inches.
The mother is the former Amy Wilson. A brother is Jack.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reed of Murray. Mr. and Mrs..
Jerry Wilson of Paducah. Mrs, Jacqueline Seltsam of Lexington, and the
late John Irvin Seltsam.
Great-grandparents include Jack W Brown and J.(' Wilson of Princeton
and Katherine Benton of Richmond.
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Walk-ins Welcome
Call 753-1682
Southside Shopping Center • Murray
NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
*Open Late by Appointment*
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Click on the button for details!

TANNING $25 for 300 Min.
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Paint-your-own pottery studio

Schedule Your Next Birthday Party With Us

KIDZ NIGHT OUT
MARCH 7 and APRIL 4

Learning Center, Inc.

305 N. 12th Street • University Plaza • Next to KFC
www.personalizedpots corn

510 Whitmell
Now Openings For Ages 6 weeks thru Pre-K

270-759-3333
Hours: 5:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
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Rural Telephone Co-op
is planning a service outage
The communities of Lynn Grove, Kirksey, Hardin, Fairdealing
Hazel, and New Concord, KY; Puryear, Cottage Grove. and
Cypress. TN will experience disturbance in their telephone
service on Friday night March 21st due to an equipment upgrade
according to an announcement made by West Kentucky Rural ft,
Telephone Co-op.
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The outage will begin at 10:00 p.m. on Friday and should be
completed by noon Saturday. March 22. Customers who experience any further problems should contact the co-op's business
office by dialing your prefix plus 1000.
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FREE SEMINAR
"The Romance of Roses"
by Georgia Carole Douglas and Ellen Contri
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Williams to coach Lady Racers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Joi
illiams has been named
the next head women's basketball
coach at Murray
State, the school
announced
Thursday MOM ing.
Williams, 36.
comes to MS11
after spending
one season as an
assistant
coach/recruiting
Williams
coordinator at
Clemson University. She becomes
the seventh coach in the history
of the MSU program. replacing
• ..._

Eddie Fields who resigned on March
6 after 10 years at the Lady Racer
helm.
"We are indeed fortunate to
acquire the assistance of one of
the top college coaching prospects
in the United States." said MSU
-Pre..ident-Dr. King Alexander. - "It
is rare that MSU gets an opportunity to hire someone that has come
horn one of the nation's best programs in the last two decades.
"I believe Joi's personality.
coaching skills and experience as
(me of the nation's best recruiters
are invaluable to our university as
we build our women's basketball
program," he added.
Prior to her one season at Clem''

son, Williams spent 12 seasons at
the University of Florida under
former head coach Carol Ross.
From 1990 to 2002, Williams helped
the Gators advance to postseason
play in 10 straight seasons —
seven of which were 20-win seaIn 1997, Florida advanced to
the Elite Eight of the NCAA
Women's Basketball Tournament
and followed with a Sweet 16
appearance the next year.
Williams has earned acclaim as
one of the top recruiters in the
nation. She was named of the Top
Young Recruiters by Lindy's Basketball Annual in the publication's
1994-95 preseason guide.

While at Honda, Williams was seventh on the career assist list.
credited with signing five All-Amer- Williams held the world record
icans for the Gators. Six former for most blocked shots in a game
Williams signees are currently play- upon her graduation. She graduating in the WNBA, including DeL- ed from South Florida with a marisha Milton of the world champi- keting degree in 1988.
on Los Angeles Sparks.
"We are excited to have some_Following the. resignation of one with Jo's credentials lead our
Ross at Florida, Williams moved women's basketball program," said
to on to head coach Jim Davis' MSU athletic director E.W. Denstaff at Clemson for the 2002-03 nison. "She has established herseason.
self as one of the top assistant
A native of Jacksonville, Fla., coaches in the country, and we
Williams played prep basketball at feel her future as a head coach is
Bishop Kenny High School before just as bright."
continuing her career at the UniA press conference and recepversity of South Florida in Tampa. tion to formally introduce Williams
She was a four-year starter at to the MSU community will be
South Florida (1984-88) and is held in the near future.

Weber State looks for upset

Salukis
shut out
'Breds,
3-0
Staff Reprart
Murray Ledger & Times
CARBONDALE, Ill. — The
Murray State Thoroughbreds
had a tough time at the plate
in their game at Southern Illinois Wednesday afternoon,
managing just two hits in a
3-0 loss to the Salukis.
Junior designated hitter Matt
Rebout legged out an infield
single in the second inning
while freshman right fielder J.D.
Merritt laced a single down
the right-field line in the sixth.
In both innings, the runners
were erased by double plays.
allowing the SIU pitchers to
face the minimum 27 batters.
Southern Illinois(9-8)scored
single runs in the third, fourth
and fifth innings to gain the,
win.
For Murray State(8-8), soph
40
-,
omore right-hander Craig Kraus
(0-1) took the loss, allowing
two runs (one earned) on five
hits, striking out four and walking two in 3-2/3 innings. Senior
left-hander Craig Ringwald
came on in the fourth, allowing one run on two hits, strik- ing out one in 1-1/3 innings..
L
.
Senior lefty Gordon Dugan
—pitched the sixth and seventh
innings, allowing no runs on
one hit, striking out two and
walking one in two innings.
Senior righty Kevin Moulder
pitched the eighth inning, allowing no hits and walking one
in one inning.
MSU travels to South Alabama(14-171, where the 'Breds will
play a three-game series over
the weekend. The Friday game
will begin at 6 p.m. Games
on Saturday and Sunday will
each begin at 1 p.m.

SPOKANE, Wash.(AP) — First
points as the Wildcats stunned No.
it was Michigan State. Then, mighty
3 seeded North Carolina in 1999?
North Carolina.
"We were really nervous and
In two NCA,A tournament shockapprehensive going into that game,"
ers since 1995, Weber State consaid Andy Jensen, now an assisquered a pair of heavyweights.
tant coach. "We weren't sure we
Some bracket-watchers around the
could win. Then after the first media
country apparently believe the Wistimeout I looked at the scoreboard
consin Badgers will be next.
and starting thinking, 'This is on.'
"The so-called experts are pick"I remember the celebration —
ing us to be the team that stages
running up the tunnel after the
the upset. It's almost like we've
win and jumping into each other's
been determined as the favorite,"
arms. That was fun."
t +AM IE NEIBERGALLAP Photo
Weber State coach Joe Cravens
Arceneaux scored 32 points as
THE JAYHAWK WAY .. Kansas head coach Roy Williams said Wednesday, his words stretched
Weber State took Florida to overdirects his team during practice for their NCAA West Region- by an easygoing Indiana drawl.
time before losing 81-74 in the
al first round game on Wednesday in Oklahoma City. Kansas
Just a minute, there.
second round.
Despite a 17-game winning
plays Utah State Today.
In 1995, Ruben Nembhard
streak and the Big Sky regularscored 27 points as the Wildcats
JOHN FROSCHAUER AP Photo
season and tournament titles. Weber
shocked Michigan State 79-72,
State (26-5) is seeded No. 12 in READY TO GO ... Weber hardly the sendoff Spartans fans
the Midwest Regional, meeting Big State's Jermaine Boyette anticipated in coach Jud HeathTen regular-season champion Wis- drives to the basket during coate's final game before his retireconsin (22-7), seeded No. 5.
the teams practice session ment.
"We're playing the team that won on Wednesday in Spokane,
11S.LAHOMA CITY (AP)
Ior the cliool's third national title
Two days later, Nembhard had
k.tnits thought it deserved to be
Fluirsday night against No. 15 the Big Ten," Cravens said. "We're Wash. The Wildcats were 19 points but Georgetown beat the
playing a very, very good team.
a No_, I sea Perhaps the Jay- seed Utah State (24-8).
scheduled to play Wisconsin Wildcats 53-51 on a last-second
hawks should feel lucky they're a
Seventh-seeded Memphis .(23- -The—diffeTence -between the Big
basket.-Allen -Iverson shet an airtoday.
No. 2.
6) plays No. 10 Arizona State (19- Ten and the Big Sky is vast."
ball, but Donald Reid made the
In South Regional games Thurs- 4 Dayton (24-5) against No.
The last time they came to II) in the other West subregioncatch
and scored at the horn.
13
day, No. 12 BYU (23-8) plays Tulsa (22-9).
Oklahoma City as a No. I in al game here.
But that's history. Those teams
No. 5 Connecticut (21-0) while
1998. the Jayhawks were promptIn East regional games Thurs
The Wildcats have a remark- were led by former coach Ron
ly sent packing with a second- day. No. I Oklahoma played No. No. 4 Stanford (26-5) meets No. able NCAA tournament history in Abegglen, and Cravens said his
round loss to Rhode Island.
16 South Carolina State and No. 13 San Diego (18-11). The other recent years. Remember Harold players are eager to leave their
It was one of most difficult 8 California played No. 9 North Midwest regional matchup is No. "The Show" Arceneaux scoring 36 own mark.
defeats in coach Roy Williams' Carolina State.
l5-ear career.
Kansas thought it deserved a
"It rates way up there.- Williams No. 1 seed after winning the Big
said. "It was very disappointing." 12 regular season title and splitBut that game is ancient - his- ting tyy 0 games against Texas and
tory to this Kansas team, the No. Oklahoma. teams that finished secINDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Southern Illinois and Georgia to reach the regional semifinals. 13 Western Kentucky (24-8), the Sun Belt
2 seed • in the West this year. • ond and third in the conference
The current Jayhawks were still but were still awarded top seeds.. coach Bruce Weber almost expects the Salukis If another team emerges from the list of vir- champs, and fifth-seeded Notre Dame (22-9)
to make another NCAA tournament run.
tual unknowns this year, there's a good chance facing first-time entrant Wisconsin-Milwuakee
in high school or younger in '98.
Even Williams said Sunday he
knows
He
his
belongs
team
in
the
field,
it will come from Indianapolis.
(24,7).
And senior standouts Kirk Hin- was "mystified- by the No. 2 seed.
Southern Illinois (24-6), seeded 1 1 th in the
At first glance, many of the games would
rich and Nick Collis-on don't plan .By Wednesday, he said the seeds and he knows his players believe they can
win after reaching the round of 16 last sea- Midwest, beat out Creighton for the Missouri appear mismatches.
to end their Kansas careers the no longer mattered.
son.
Valley Conference regular-season title and has
But the way the teams are playing, Weber
wayjormer Jayhawks Paul Pierce
"1 think we cut the talk off
"I
think
Gonzaga
started
it,
and
hopefully
won
14
of
its
last
games.
16
The
other
Midand
others know upsets are possible.
and Rae! 1.aFrentz did.
basically Sunday night," Williams
we can keep it going," Weber said Wednes- west game pits third-seeded Marquette (23-5)
The Irish enter the tournament having lost
Kansas 25-71 begins its quest said.
day, one day before playing Missouri in the against Patriot League champ Holy Cross (26- four of five, while Horizon League champ
first round.
4), winners of 20 of 21 since late December. Wisconsin-Milwaukee has lost only twice since
The Salukis became the darlings of last
The two West Regional games Thursday mid-January — at Butler and at Southern Illiyear's tournament with upsets of Texas Tech have fourth-seeded Illinois (24-6) meeting No. nois.

Kansas wanted top seed;
now must defend No. 2

Upsets could come from Indy

Sweet redemption for UK's Smith
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — All
around the city, there are piles
, of broken branches from winter's last brutal ice storm. The
rolling bluegrass pastures in
the horse country are pale
green, weeks away from
their spring luster. There are
mares in foal, colts just
born,and a run for the roses
coming up.
It is the time between
seasons, a time when the
world here stops and
only one thing matters:
the Cats.
From the days of
Adolph Rupp to this
year
of
sweet
redemption for Tubby
Smith. March has
meant the Kentucky
Wildcats in the NCAA
--7. Tournament.
They're in their 44th tournament — their 12th straight,
starting " Friday in Nashville
against tourney newcomer IUPUI
— and they've won it seven times.
They've spoiled their fans silly.
Bewigged and beaded in blue,
Kentucky fans turned the Superdome into Rupp Arena South at
last weekend's Southeastern Conference Tournament, and they
planned on going back for more
of the same raucous good time
at the Final. Four in April.
If some in Blue Nation came
to New Orleans stilt suspicious

of Smith, they left by joining the
"When sheep are caught ning until this season. Some Kengrowing chants of "Tub-bee, Tub- between the rocks and the brush," tucky fans never
forgave him for
bee."
Smith says, "the shepherd hooks not being Pitino, for not running
In a scandal-stained season for the crook around their neck to an offense like Pitino's
or getting
college basketball at schools as pull them out. He also uses the recruits like him.
diverse as Georgia, St. Bonaven- staff to beat off wolves who attack
The 1998 championship team
ture and Villanova, Smith is a the flock and to lean on when — that was Pitino's
players, critshoo-in
for he's tired.
ics carped. Never mind that it might
national coach
"I keep it to remind me of actually be tougher to win with
of the year.
what my responsibilities are to players recruited by another coach.
The Cats' my players, to protect them and
Three straight years with douNo. 1 ranking, keep them out of harm's way."
ble-digit losses — Pitino never
a 29-3 record,
Smith has tried to rescue more had that, tans grumbled. Forget
23 straight vic- than a few wayward players, suc- that the Wildcats averaged 23 vicWildcats
tories and a ceeding with some, losing others, tories those seasons, despite injuries
vs. IUPUI
sweep through while fighting off all the wolfish and suspensions.
Friday,
the. powerful critics who have attacked him and
This year's 81-63 loss to Piti11:30 a.m.
Southeastern them since he took over for Rick no's Louisville Cardinals — that
at Nashville
Conference are Pitino six years ago.
got them howling.
credentials
He's played by the rules, come
Now Smith has redeemed himenough for a coach whose team down hard on his players when self, doing it on his
own terms
was picked to finish third in the they broke them, and proved he with speed and depth
on a team
SEC East.
could win with the players he inher- that has no star.
But Smith has added some- ited and those he recruited.
"Coach is an old-fashioned type
thing else: dignity to a profes"It's a shame that the only of guy, so the key to our game
sion that can use all it can find. people who weren't able to appre- is
old-fashioned, hard-nosed
A thick wood shepherd's staff, ciate Tubby were in the state of defense," says Keith Bogans,
a
taller than Smith, stands in a cor- Kentucky," says two-time All- senior guard who stopped showner behind his desk. A gift from American Jack "Goose" Givens, ing off for NBA scouts and
bought
Cameron Mills, one of the cap- who played for the Cats from into the concept of sacrificing
his
tains on Smith's 1998 national 1975-78, was the MVP of the '78 offense for the sake of the
team.
champions in his first season as Final Four, and now is TV anaIt is a team whose strength is
Kentucky's head coach, it is a lyst for the Orlando Magic.
its coaching, the soft-spoken but
symbol, of the challenges Smith
"They finally realize how good firm leadership of a man who dresshas faced on perhaps the nation's a coach he is and it may be too es like an ambassador and holds
most fervent basketball campus.
late. NBA teams are going to be himself and his players to a high
God still ranks_above the game._ _coining at him hard and throw- standard.
here, but church services start ear- ifcg around some pretty good num"I always liked Pin= but you
lier and sermons are shorter when bers."
have to admire what Tubby has
the Cats play on Sunday afternoons.
Smith couldn't win for win•See Page 9
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Top-ranked
Mason County
survives scare

BOAR
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Home Insurance?
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Call me today for a FREE quote.
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By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
state's top-ranked team is still alive
— but just barely — after the
first day of the Boys Sweet 16.
Nathan Myrick made his fifth
steal with 2.5 seconds left as No.
1 Mason County beat No. 8 St.
Henry -59-57 -on Wednesday.
The Region 10 champion Royals (31-2) will play Oldham County (26-6) in Friday's quarterfinal
round. The Region Eight champion Colonels beat Region 14 champion Powell County 69-46 in
Wednesday's tournament opener.
In Wednesday's night session,
third-ranked Region Two champion Hopkinsville defeated Region
Five champion North Hardin 6962 and Region Three charntrinn
Daviess County routed Region 13
champion Cumberland 68-35.
Mason County had to sweat out
its 15th straight win behind 17
points each from Wes Jones and
Chris Lofton.
Region Nine champion St. Henry
had the ball and a chance to tie
the game as the final 13 seconds
licked away.
Myrick batted Matt Fabiani's
pass into the backcourt, chased
down the loose ball and called a
timeout to save the victory.
Myrick had only six points, but
Mason County coach Kelly Wells
called his steal "the defensive stop
of the year."
St. Henry's fans screamed for
a traveling call on Myrick but
didn't get it. Myrick admitted after

NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
OPENING ROUND
At Dayton. Ohio
Tuesday
Nortri Carohna-Ashev,ile 9? Texas Southern 84 OT
EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Today
At Oklahoma City
California (21-8)' vs. North Carolina State
(18-12), 1125 am
Oklahoma (24-6) vs. South Carolina Stale
(20-10), 30 minutes after first game
Friday
At Boston
Syracuse (24-5) vs Manhattan (23-6), 11.15
am.
Oklahoma Stale (21-9) vs Pennsylvania
(22-5), 30 minutes after first game
At Tampa, Fl..
Saint Joseph's (23-6) vs. Auburn (20-11),
1125 a.m.
Wake Forest (24-5) vs East Tennessee
State (20-10), 30 minutes- after first game
At Birmingham, Ala.
Louisville (24-6) vs. Austin Peay (23-7),
620 p.m.
Mississippi State (21-9) vs. Butler (25-5),
30 minutes after first game
SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Today
At Spokane, Wash.
Connecticut (21-9) vs Brigham Young (238), 1:40 p.m.
Stanford (23-8) vs. San Diego 118-11), 30
minutes after first game
Friday
At Nashville, Tenn.
Xavier (25-5) vs. 'troy State (26-5), 6125
p.m.
Maryland (19-9) vs. North Carolina-Wilmington (24-6), 30 minutes after first game
At Birmingham, Ala.
Texas (22-6) vs. North Carolina-Asheville
(15-16), 11:30 a.m.
LSU (21-10) vs. Purdue (18-10), 30 minutes after first game
• At Tempe,- FM.
Michigan State (19-12) vs. Colorado (20-

II), 610 pm
Florida (24-7) vs Sam Houston State (236). 30 minutes after first game
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Today
At Indianapolis
Marquette (23-5) vs Holy Cross (26-4),
1120 am
Missouri (21-10) vs Southern Illinois (246). 30 minutes after first game
At Spokane, Wash.
Wisconsin (22-7) vs Weber State (26-5),
6125 p.m.
Dayton (24-5) vs Tulsa (22-9) 30 minutes
alter first game
Friday
At Boston
Pittsburgh (26-4) vs. Wagner (21-10), 6 10
p.m
Indiana (20-12) vs Alabama (17-11). 30
minutes after first game
At Nashville, Tenn.
Kentucky (29-3) vs Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis (20-13), 11 30 am
Oregon (23-9) vs Utah (24-7). 30 minutes
after first game
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Today
At Indianapolis
Illinois (24-6) vs Western Kentucky (24-8).
6:10 pm
Notre Dame (22-9) vs Wisconsin-Milwaukee (24-7). 30 minutes after first game
At Salt Lake City
Cincinnati (17-11) vs Gorizaga taa-a), 11-40
a.m
Arizona (25-3) vs. Vermont (21-11), 30 minutes after first game
Creighton (29-4) vs Central Michigan (246). 620 pm
Duke (24-6) vs Colorado State (19-13), 30
minutes after first game
At Oklahoma City
Memphis (23-6) vs Arizona State (19-11).
610 p.m.
Kansas (25-7) vs. Utah State (24-8). 30
minutes after first game

•Smith ...
As the second son, 10 years
younger than his brother Guffrie
Jr., Tubby learned to drive a tractor before he was 9 and took over
many of the responsibilities of running the farm — cutting wood
and hauling ifin the wittter, feed-ing the hogs and chickens, milking the cow before sunup. His
father, now 83, and his mother.
79, made no allowances for skipping chores or school.
You couldn't miss anything oil
a farm," Smith says. "You miss
drawing water, you're not going
to drink or bathe. You miss cutting the wood, you're not going
to have heat or you're not going
to eat. You miss feeding those chickens or hogs, they'll suffer."
Doing the work the right way
each day, sticking with it. Smith
believes, is the key to success in
any endeavor.
"I talk about this with our
team," he says. "People want that
quick fix. Can we bypass this drill
and just play? No. That's my dad's
whole philosophy: All you have
to do is last."

From Page 8
done and the morals he's shown,
not putting up with any nonsense
from the players," says one fan,
48-year-old Lexington native Britt
- _Brewer,who still bleeds blue though_
he now lives in Duke country,
Durham, N.C.
When his 'starting guard doesn't show up for practice on time,
he doesn't look the other way and
play him. He sits the player down.
It Might cost us a game or some
points in a game, but it suits the
kids for moving on past basketball. There's a lot of people who
didn't like Tubby because of the
color of his skin. But people have
to look past all that. Tubby is an
upstanding person and a great
,-'coach."
• Smith says he filters out the
racial undertones of some of the
- criticism and takes pride in being
the first black coach at a school
that once epitomized segregation
under Rupp. Smith was 14 when
he watched Rupp's all-white team
lose in the 1966 NCAA champi- Onship game against Texas West'ern's five black starters.
"Boy, that made an impression
on me," he says.
"I've been part of the changes
and I've watched them happen.
Growing up in the '60s you could
see a revolution — the civil rights
movement, the sit-ins. Now being
in this position, you're thankful
for what those people did. You're
able to be the head coach at a
Kentucky."
There are lessons of the court
and lessons of life, and those that
the graying, 5I-year-old Orlando
-Tubby" Smith teaches were shaped
by his childhood on a small farm
in tiny Scotland, Md., near where
the Potomac and the Patuxent rivers
empty into the Chesapeake Bay.
Farm life and a large family taught
: him to be patient, disciplined and
unselfish, to pitch in and finish
every job.
He was the sixth of Guffrie
and Parthenia Smith's 17 children.
none of them twins, growing up
in a cinderblock home that had
no indoor plumbing.
The Smiths sharecropped, picking tomatoes, cotton, corn, working the tobacco fields. Tubby got
his nickname, in part, because he
loved to stay in the big galvanized tub used for Saturday night
baths, keeping warm up against
the wood-burning stove in the living room.
"I think my mom gave me that
name, and the kids would say it,
'Get out of that tub, Tubby,- he
says. "But I've got to come clean
with that story — hey, that's a
good little pun. I was a bit chubby as a kid. Truth be told, it was
a combination of both.
• "I tried to get rid of that name
a number of times. Very few people want to be called Tubby. And
I don't look Tubby.-
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LOOKING AHEAD ... UK
coach Tubby Smith draws up
his game plan before the Wildcats' SEC Tournament championship game against Mississippi State last weekend.
The last person who called him
Orlando. he says. was a 10th grade
teacher who wouldn't tolerate nicknarne

Athletic Association
.the g_ame he _ took_ ste_ps.
-I got away ,with one, but it
was in our favor, so it's all good,"
said the 6-foot senior.
St. Henry coach Dave Faust
pointed to the first minutes of the
second half as his team's downfall. The Crusaders led by four at
halftime, but Mason County used
its full-court pressure to create
eight turnovers in the third quarter.
The Royals led 49-42 heading
to the fourth.
"The start of the second half
was the difference," Faust said.
"Their press bothered us. We were
trying to play a little bit slower
than we did in the first half and
tried to get the ball inside. But
they forced quite a few turnovers."
Michael Schmidt had 17 points,
despite playing on an injured left
knee. and Matt Otte .had 16 for
St. Henry (30-5), which had a 19game winning streak snapped.
The tournament opener was far
less competitive.
•
Max Kuiper scored 23 points
as Oldham County used its height
advantage to beat Powell County
69-46.
Brock Neal added 14 - -points
and 12 rebounds for the Colonels,
who hit 27 of 55 shots (49 percent) — most of them from close
range — and outrebounded the
Pirates 41-32.
-We had an advantage inside."
said Kuiper. a 6-7 junior. "Our
guards did a great job of getting
the entries in there and we were
able to just go up strong. And we
played defense at the other end
like 'we_have _all ye.ar_ lung.
Jeremy Jones scored 15 to lead
Powell County (25-6), Which was
making its first Sweet 16 appearance since 1974.

HINA HONORED ... Murray High Schuol recently named
its football fieldhouse in honor of former Tiger coach
John Hina (seated, second from left). Joining Hina after
the unveiling of the plaque outside the fieldhouse door
are (front row, from left) current MHS head coach Rick
Fisher, Donnie Winchester, Fee Dibble, (back row) Scott
Turner, Eddie Rollins, Tony Thurmond and Mark Vinson.

Ankiel wild as
Cards fall 1 4- 1 2
PORT ST. LUCIE. Fla. (AP) 2000 playoffs. threw 15 pitches
— Back at sea level. Mets bat- in the seventh.
He threw one to the backstop.
ters and pitchers played the same
way they did in the Mexican moun- gave up Alomar's homer, then
nearly hit Cliff Floyd and Mike
tains last weekend.
The Niels -Wad 18-hits and gave Piazza befnre walking rioth--ar
up 18 Wednesday. beating St. Louis
14-12 as the
Ankiel, who walked Floyd on
Cardinals' Rick four pitches, didn't get any outs,
Ankiel had a and was charged with three runs.
wild' outing.
"1 just didn't have my curve"We'd proba- ball." he said. "That's pretty much
bly still be play- a reliable pitch, especially when I
ing if we were get to two strikes. When I got
in Mexico,- Mets manager Art there, I just couldn't finish them
Howe quipped.
off."
It appears Ankiel will make the
In the two games in Mexico
City, more than 7,200 feet above opening-day roster as a reliever.
sea level. the Mets won 16-11 and but the 23-year-old left-hander isn't
lost 20-10, combining with the sure of his status.
Los Angeles Dodgers for 74 hits
"I don't really ask," he said.
just go out and pitch. When
in the series, including 14 home
the time is right, they'll say what's
runs.
Mike Matheny, Tino Martinez happening."
Cardinals manager Tony La
and Miguel Cairo homered for the
Cardinals on Wednesday, while Ty Russa said he quickly removed
Wigginton, Roberto Alomar and Ankiel because, "It's that time of
Vance Wilson connected for the spring where we're starting to play
Mets. Wilson hit a go-ahead, three- the games. The guy struggles, like
any other reliever that's struggles.
run homer in the eighth.
Ankiel, still trying to come back you get them out of there if you
from record wildness during the can.

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
igAb
din
mrfrommew

S1595*

(*On most cars & trucks - house 00 only)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street• 753-5606

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
Cataract & Laser Surgeon
tea:
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
(270)753-6272

MAYFIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
12701251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

CHEROKEE HILLS STEAKHOUSE
Open Friday & Saturday at 4 p.m.
aturing
• PRIME RIB • STEAKS • SHRIMP • CHICKEN
•
,BABY BACK RIBS • CATFISH
SA-Z/009-

SfreGeat4

Prime Rib Dinner — $10.95 ad,i,hanzrElled shrimp for only 5:
Tender Chargrilled Boneless Pork Chop - $7.95
Beer-battered Cod Dinner - $7.95 with all Ow trimnumz,
"Steaks Are Just Better At The Ranch"
Banquet Rooms Available to accommodate 10-150
For more inforrn3tion

.7(1-416-7,;6f, or

—11--on6

Located at TN/KY State Line. From Paris Landing 5 Miles On
Hwy, 119. From Murray 15 min. South on 121. Follow signs.
•

GOOD LUCK
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
LAKERS!
GO GET 'Eli IN THE
SWEET SIXTEEN
1.1 aim 4.
sum

WEST

aw

KENTUCKY

RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC.

237 N. 8th St. • Mayfield • 270-492-1000
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Classifieds
Akcivernseis are requested io hecti the hrst
inseniou of their ads for any error Murray
Ledger & Tees WM be respOnSAne for only one
oncotiect nserlior Any error ShOuld be report'
ed immeatatety so corrections can be maCle

AD DEADLINES
Fri 11 11.T.
Monday
Mon 11 a.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday

Mon 5 p.m.

All teat estate Advertised herein is subiest S the t ederal 1,111
Housing Ad whii.h makes it illegal to atirni,c ani preference
limitation 'in doArinunation based rn rase solo( religion set
handuap inimlial status 5 national iingin or intention to ITISie
Any sash preferences limitations or Jaw nmination
State laws forbid dew r1111111J11011 in the sale rental or advertising of
teal estate biased ol tailors in Addition 14, those protested under led
etai Lie
Nike will not knowingly accept any ,sdvenising tor real estate whi.h
is in sit,11114A rt the law All persons are hartsy intonned that All
dwelling, Advertised arc availabk on an equal
opportunity basis

Wed 11 a.m.

Thursday
Friday

Wed 5

Saturday.

010

)turrav ledger & line, lair Housing X.I Nome

ADJUSTMENTS

p.m.

Thur 12 p.m

Fin further Assistanix wan Fair Housing
requirements innfltast N 4A Counsel Rene P Milam
h-1S HNC

o,r•oary.

,
190 Farm Equipment
Legal Notice
Nice
.195 Heavy Equipment
Personals
200 Sports Equipment
Financial
210 Firewood
220 Musical
Roommate Wanted
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
270 - Mobile Homes For Sale
Position Wanted
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
Domestic & Childcare
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
Business Opportunity
Electronics
320 Apartments For Rent
Computers
330 Rooms For Rent
Appliance Parts
340 Houses For Rent
Want To Buy
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Properly
Articles For Sale
Appliances
380 Pets 8 Supplies
Home Furnishings
390 Livestock 8 Supplies
410 Public Sale
Antiques
Lawn 8 Garden
425 Land For Rent or Lease

020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

MEI
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
DISPLAY ADS
$7.25 Column Inch,604i Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
f All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Da v Prruxi
$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
Al3ti
$8.00 First Day- 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
WO oars for Shopper Moe Classifieds gel into Mopping Guide; 11150 ears for blind boa ads

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
060

Happy Birthday

060
Help Wanted

Want to Buy

Future employment may be considered. If
interested, contact Doris Blackman, Special
Education Supervisor, Henry County Board of
Education, Paris. TN (731-642-0381).

You guys look
for the oldest
one at Briggs
Stratton and
wish him a
Happy Birthday

Agricultural Workers Needed
020

04/17/03-12/15/03

060
Help Wanted

Notice
REUNIONS? Graduation?
Mother's Day? Give a
copy of Calloway County
Pictorial.
Call
759-4938
753-2350
753-7870

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Lost and Found
LOST: Eyeglasses, Brown
case. 753-5881.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

all 753-1916

ASSISTANT for chiroprac
tic office. Must have basic
clerical skills and excellent
personality for dealing with
people. Experience in Insurance desired. To apply
call, (270)759-1116
BRITTHAVEN of Benton is
now accepting applications
for a F/T Floor Technician,
Floor buffing & stripping
experience preferred. Apply in person at Britthaven
of Benton. Hwy 641 S.
Benton.
KY
42025
E0E/AAE.
COORDINATOR for recruiting host families and
supervise students for Intl
Student Exchange program. Must enjoy working
With teens. Pt commission.
Pat @ 888-288-3480
www Aspecffoundahon_org.
DRIVER
Driver no loading zone
beacuse you love to drive
and nothing else Earn up
to 38c cpm No Loading or
Unloading. No Forced NE
or Canada Guaranteed
Home Policy. 2000 or
newer Conventionals. 1 yr
OTR exp.. 23 yrs old.
Class A CDL wHazMat required Owner Operators
Welcome. $1500 Sign-on
Bonus for a Limited Time
Only. PTL 1-800-848-0405

Wages: minimum of $7.20/hour. 75(;/ of hours
listed on job order will be guaranteed. All
tools will be provided at no cost. Free housing
provided to those beyond local recruiting
area. Transportation and subsistence paid

FULL time position with
large Murray church. Responsible for building and
grounds
maintenance.
Must be dependable and
when 50% of contract is met. Contact local
able to perform basic reState Employment Service Office.
pairs. Competitive .salary,
no
health
insurance.
^
Please send application to
P.O. Box 1040-F, Murray, PT Housekeeping Aids
Drivers
needed for seasonal resort
KY 42071.
east of Murray. CandiDrop & Hook, No
NATIONAL Property Man- dates must be dependaTouch Freight, Most
agement Company is look- ble, available for Saturday
weekends at Home!
ing for a full time leasing houraand have reliable
Must have Class A
Car.
(270)
436-2345.
agent. Some evening and
CDL. clean SIVR.
weekends are required.
SALES CLERK
Truck School
Benefits included. Please 20+ hours per/week rotatGraduates Welcome
Fax your resume to (270) ing schedule. Pick up apContact Hatch. 80o
759-3005.
plication or send resume.
886-7633 or Kin>.
Tooter's. Antique Mall
800-5-36-2-3-1-7-v-ict 120
-NEED SOmeorse to rhOw PO
Box 196, Hazel, KY
or Darrel.
Cemetery
&
Church
42049. No phone calls.
877-677-7255.
ground at West Fork BapSEASONAL
Part-time
Bestway Express. Inc.
tist Church at Stella.
available in Resort Coffee
EOE Vincennes, In
753-4670
Shop. Candidates must be
(#T031403h
very dependable and able
PAINTERS Needed.
Local painting contractor is to work early hours and
recruiting experience pro- change hours according to
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
fessional painters. Must need: Position requires baNow Hiring
have at least 4yrs painting sic cooking, serving and
Very Friendly People'
experience. Please call clean up. Call (270) 436*Waitresses
753-6895 and leave mes- 2345.
•Day Time Prep
sage
•Day Time Hot Bar
Check us out
Apply in person
POSITION available for
Mon thru Fri 2-4.
on the Web!
mature person to stay with
SOUTHERN States Co-op
elderly women in Trigg
County.
www.murrayledger.com now hiring part-time help
Drivers with Class A or E.'
For detail: 901-754-2711
CDL or willing to get tern
porary CDL license. Come
by store or call 753-1423
for more info '

NOW HIRING

Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th

St., Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Rehab America
We are a growing and enthusiastic
rehabilitation company that
provides rehabilitation services in our
LTC and SNF facilities i-n Tennessee.
Excellent pay. 401K, ESOP. Corn. Ed.
We have immediate full-time openings for:
Phoical Therapist
Paris. TN
Occupational TherapistParis & Union City. TN
Speech TherapistParsons. TN
Evening and Weekend PRN positions:
PT. OT. and ST disciplines in
all West Tenn. facilities.
If interested please call
send resume to:
Jeff Wright - 731-660-5902 or
Fax 731-660-5972

Leading Medical/Financial A/R Management Firm
is

seeking qualified persons for immediate openings in the
following positions:
•
,Accounts Receivable/Billing Representatives
Switch Board Operator/Receptionist
Clerical/Data Entry Clerks
Shipping and Receiving Personnel

We offer competitive pay, benefits. training, and unlimited opportunity
for advancement with an established and growth oriented company.
.
•
Applicants must have excellent organizational. interpersonal, and Communication skills as well as the ability to work in a team environment

090
mestic & Childcare

I.

I

MED-I-SAVE
50% SAVINGS
ON PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION
CALL (270) 761-1502
Murray, KY
D.G. Landscaping
& Nursery
Farm Equipment
Market Place
2938 St Rt 94E
900 Ford Tractor, 3-14'
Opening March 28th
Lord plows .T -disc Cal
Bring
293-1521
this ad receive S3 00 off
$15.00 or more purchase
Firewood
Limited 1 coupon per
customer Expires 03/31/03
FIREWOOD 489-2989
•Bedding Plants
*Vegetable Plants
Musical
-Aquatic Plants
•Produce
Cell # 748-8970
BABY Grand Piano. (270)
247-1717.

Custom Built
Trailers at
Wholesale
Prices
(270)759-5897

LIGHT Brown Lark Violin
w/case $100 OBO. Silver
Signet Trumper w/case
$100 OBO. Artley Begiiner
Clarinet w/case $50 OBO.
(270)436-2347.
PIANO for sale, beautiful
console, like new condition, 0 down, assume low
payments, see locally 1800-437-9757
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

DISH NETWORK
America's top 50 channels
for $24.99 Price guaranteed until January 2005.
A-1 House Cleaning Call Why not put the extra
Linda 759-9553
money you pay cable in
your pocket? Call Beasley
D'S Housecleaning
16X80, 3 BD, 2BT, C/A/H
Antenna
& Satellite for
753-3802
W/D H.U. $15,000. 759
more information at 7590213.
WILL keep children in my 0901.
1984 Champion 14X60
home between Sedalia
STRAW for sale.
and Tr -City Highway 97
$6,000. Call (270)382$2.00 bale.
2642
Call 328-8037 Carol Grif759-4718 Night
fith.
2000 Clayton 16X80, 3BR,
753-4582. Day
2BA. All electric with appliances, excellent condition.
OPENING SOON
$18,900 OBO. 489-2525.
Higher Praise Christian
RENT In own. 753-9866. _
1986 14x80 2 bedroom, 2
Childcare Learning Center
bath set up on 3 acres with
>ttering a Christian I Jitcatiiirn> L. iirriculam
2 wells in Almo. Nice.
and a warm loving environment
$30,000. OBO. Day 762Accepting Applications
-3429 Night 759-3599
Beginning Feb. 24, 2003

6wks to 5 yrs

Mobile Homes For Rent

Please

753-2777

2 Bedroom, No pets 753
9866
320
Apartments For Rent

Director Sheila Scott
(Ms Sheila)
120

150
Computers

DOCTOR P.C. r"
We make house calls, diagnose and treat home
computer systems. Speciatizing in: Virus infections
system
and
general
health. We'll have your
computer back on 4's feet
in no time. (270) 3822510.(866)853-9034.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759 3556
140
Want to Buy
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods
519 S 12th, Murray

Apartments For Rent
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606
1-BDRM apt. Available
late March. Clean, walk to
MSU. 753-2084
160
A new Tiffany prom gown
1br apartment, furnished
Home Furnishings
--Size -8. Color pink,-Jewelry
and all utilities paid. $285.
to match. Phone 753-7777
month plus deposit. Near
CROSSBOW
exercise DINING Table- 6 chairs.
downtown. 753-3646
system, .3 months old. 753-1841.
1BR apt available, all apComplete workout system.
pliances furnished. MurPaid over S500. Take
$350. Fully assembled and OVAL Dining table, with Cal Realty. 753-4444
ready to use. Have to sell six chairs, oak. $450. Ex- 2 Bedroom Duplex,
753- 1300 A Valley wood Drive.
due to injury. 761-1036 af- cellent condition
$375.00 month. 759-4406
1176.
ter .5 or leave msg.

A-1 House Cleaning Cal
Linda 759-9553

Interested candidates should mail/fax resume to:

Human Resources Attn: Neil Phillips
P.O. Box 1567, Paris,TN 38242;
Fax 731-644-9576 EOE

Articles
For Sale

ELECTRIC heaters, at
conditioners, used carpet •KENNMORE Washer and
mg, refrigem'ors and Dryer $150.00.
•Top soil, will load.
stoves 753-4109
*1986
Honda
Accord
Junk
Car
WANT to buy
PB/PW, AC, CD player.
and Trucks .3a11 (270) $1,500.00.
474-2540 or 836-4697 Six
753-9274.
days a week
WANTED Riding Mowers
that need work 436-2867
TREADMILL, Weslo
Cadence
3250,
new
150
$900,00. Sell $200.00.
Articles
753-5881
For Sale

for
a
part-timeTemporar
vacancy
Speech/Language Pathologist to complete the
school year. Candidate is required to have cur-rent certification and work Apht and- May.

Lordy, lardy
PaP.
is 70

150

14Q

Help Wanted

Articles
For Sale

Call us we will be
- glad to help.
270-753-1916

REO OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY roomy 2BR, 2Ba
with garage, appliances
furnished, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets.
C II 7 -2905.

1 Bedroom apartment near
MSU, No pets. 753-5980.

FRIGIDAIRE Washer & 1 Bedroom apartment, furDryer new commercial nished, near KY lake, no
pigs 4f161 Q'
grade, heavy duty $499.
Rocker recliner blue $175 1 Bedroom apartments, all
Call 270-226-9083 after appliances at the Oaks
Apartments. Coleman RE.
4pm
759-411_8
1 Bedroom, low utilities, no
pets $225 month. 7533949
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
c2(81/rno 753-4109
1 year old 3 Bedroom, 2
Bath. All appliance &
Washer & Dryer (270)
753-7903 or 753-7813
2 Bedroom apartment,
Murray Ledger & Times $260. per month, $200.
deposit, some utilities
paid. W/D available. No
pets. 767-9037

Need help
Promoting
,our Business?

2 Bedroom Duplex, Clean,
appliances. 436-5685.
2 bedroom, C/H/A, washer
& dryer, no pets, $400
month + 1 month deposit,
2 miles from town. Call after 5pm 753-4745
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
4 new 1 br Apts. on Brooklyn Dr., University Heights.
All appliances fully furnished; 6 or 12 month lease;
$375. Deposit. Available
April 1st. Call or leave
message.(270)435-4382
4br, Diuguid Drive. Coleman RE 759-4118.
DUPLEX clean & Redecorated in quiet area near
University & grocery, appliances $375. per month.
753-8096
EXTREMELY nice 2 Bedroom Townhouse & Duplex. Coleman RE 7594118.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $345/ month. Call
753-1970. Leave Message. Equal Housing Opportunity.
NEW 2br, 1 bath all appliances furnished including
W/D $490. per month.
759-3781
NICE 2br furnished apt.
C/H/A. Close to MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
ONE bedroom apartment
in charming Victorian
country setting. Newly remodeled. Large deck &
great view. Washer/Dryer,
refrigerator, stove. Very
quiet. Only $395/Mo. with
all utilities paid including
trash pick-up. 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Deposit and references required. 270-4928175.

2 Bedroom, C/H/A, Washer & Dryer Hook-up, no
pets. $550 month + 1
month deposit. 753-2259
or 527-8174.
3 Bedroom, 1 Bath.
$395.00 Month + deposit
753-9826
HAZEL 2br $300. a month.
Deposit, lease, references.
492-8526
SMALL House 7 miles
east of Murray. Linzy
B -..
436-2582.
3ho
Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40. On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.

360
Storage Rentals

460
Homes For Sale

MURRAY Store and Lock 1 1/2 Story, 5 BR, Frame
presently has units availa- House. Gilbert & 3rd
ble. 753-2905 or 753- Street.
KY.
Hazel,
$18,000.489-2174, 4897536.
2363.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
ALL SIZE UNITS
AVAILABLE

753-3853
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600.
380
Pets & Supplies
AKC Registered Saint Ber
nard puppies, will be 6
weeks old 03-27-2003.
$300.00 each. 759-2484.,
CHIHUAHUA pups. Cute
& colorful; black & tan,
black & white females
$275. Chocolate & white
males $250. (270)3822831
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
'JACK -Russell 8-Month-old
Female, Family friendly
$150.00. 435-4361.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915

3 bedroom, 2 full bath,
contemporary home, 2 car
garage next to golf course.
753-2135
3 Bedroom/2 Bath 1600
sq. ft. on 2 wooded acres,
quiet setting, North of Murray, 10x20 Front Porch,
12x12 deck. 753-4690.
Leave Message.
402/404 S. 6th Street.
Great rental investment,
recently updated with (2)
living quarters. 753-8181.
753-0589.
BY OWNER: Spacious
Victorian home in Mayfield, built in 1906, beautiful carved woodwork, 5
FP's, 4 BR's, 2 baths, 3
living area, formal DR.
large kitchen, spacious
closets, zoned for combination business & residence use in historical
section of city. Prided below market.(270)251-2005

CUSTOM Log Home for
Sale. 3BR, 3BA, 2-Car
Gar., Shop, on 6.9 acres.
Close to SW Elem. See:
www.geocities.com/ljerre11759/1890Crossland.
=Lay. appt. after 3/23.
759-8473.
FOR Sale By Owner
1304 High Contente Mayfield. Living area 2,858
Square feet, four bedroom,
SIBERIAN Husky Pups w/ 3 1/2 baths. Great location
Blue
eyes
$150. 1 block from Country Club.
(270)436-6341
Leave $175,000.(270)247-6861
messa e
HOUSE & Horse Farm for
390
sale.
Lynnville, KY area.
Livestock & Supplies
382-2600.
REGISTERED Charolis NEAR KY Lake 1 BedBull Homozygous Polled room, 1 1/2 bath, 1.67
acres, 2 outbuildings.
489-2285
$ 4 4 , 9 0 0 .
http://128.173.184.249/hou
Real Estate
se/(540)626-6169.
NEW House just under
construction, 2500 sq. ft.
3br, 2 bath, formal Dr., all
brick, corner lot. City Utilities, subdivision, 559-2175
or after 5pm 753-1500
REDUCED!!!
NICE older home, 2br, 1
bath, large shop in county.
Call before 9pm $60,000.
ONE and one half acre lot 474-0202
with Well & Septic system.
470
Four miles from Murray.
Motorcycles & ATV's
Call 293-1521.
COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086.
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931

TWO LOTS
FOR SALE
B-3 ZONE

1997 Honda 300 EX, good
condition, runs great, never raced, adult ridden, garage kept. $1,850. (270)
527-8981.

2002 Harley Davidson
1200 custom sportster,
4,000 miles. Call after
206/208 E. Poplar
5PM 753-6387.
Phone # On Signs
2002 Yamaha TTR 125,
WHAT a great place to show room cond. 2000
build! This 1.8 acre lot lo- Suzuki RM 250. 753-0993
cated in neighborhood of 519-0560.
485
nice homes. Build on
Sport Utility Vehicles
whole lot or divide out.
Property line butts up to
the city limits. Call Kopper- 1994 Ford Explorer, Eddie
ud Realty for details. 753- Baurer 4x4, good condi1222 MLS#12478.
tion. 270)345-2069 nights
460
Homes For Sale
Used Cars
3-4BR. 2Ba, Large Barn, 1989 Olds 88, 109,000
5-acres land. $40,000. Call miles. $1,700.00. 759853-4517.
9736.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Looking for a bari,
,ain? Here it is! Immaculate home
with 2700+ sq. ft. heated and cooled. Central heat &
air (gas & elec.) - lot 96x396-1eet - fenced backyard
- 10x I6 paneled storage shed - lots of large shade
trees - large screened porch - 3 brds - 2 ba. - large living room - large dining room - craft room - large den,
large lounge-study office - two w/burning fireplaces
with mantles - one antique - A must see - hest heighhors in toWn. You miss this one you'll cry all the way
to your little bungalow."DRIVE BY 513 S.6TH ST.,
MURRAY. COME IN AND TAKE A LOOK REALTORS WELCOME. 270-753-0147

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

PUBLIC AUCTION
REMINDER
ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 29,2003
10:00 AM RAIN OR SHINE
At the home of the Late Ruby Dell Mahan Hale, 1411 North 4th Street or
From Roy Stewart Stadium take 641 Hwy. North
2075 Hoy. Murray,
1 mile to 2075 Hwy. turn East go 6/10 Mile to Auction Site. Signs Posted.
REAL ESTATE - VEHICLES - ANTIQUES - PERSONAL PROPERTY

SONS
A COL PAUL WILKERSON &0
4
00
v4gER9a, —.—.Real Estate & Auction 6
ALCION

1Fr

Corner what not - Pink Lady & Blue Boy - other picture frames - bookcase & old
books - fancy wood box - toot stool - smoke stand - metal toy house miniature
lamps - shadow box - 3 tier shelf - quilt rack - old stone vase - milkglass pieces metal bread box - flower stand witurned legs & marble top - bowl & pitcher set amber glass - cookie jar - old glass & china - set of milk glass vanity lamps - reading lamp - quilting frames- lamp tables - odd chest & variety - pineapple post bed
- high back rocker - old hand painted table lamp - electric sewing machine &
sewing box - knee hole desk - small desk chair - three piece bedroom suite - old
low boy dresser - (2) old dresser bases - metal box- fold-up rollaway bed - toy box
- dolls & Teddy bears - metal flour stand - color t v. - lot of I p records - stereo radio
& tape player - 8 track tapes. some of Elvis Presley - portable record player - couch
& chair - odd chairs - bedspreads - recliner - 4 drawer file cabinet - electric fans &
heaters - Cadence #42 electric treadmill - Kirby vacuum cleaner - metal kitchen
cabinet - microwave oven and cart - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - electric cook stove - nice frost free refrigerator - maple table & chairs - washer & dryer
- nice old metal cabinet - 10 gal milk can - Christmas decorations - gas grill - glider - yard chairs - (2) car metal portable garage - 2 car canopy carport - single axle
tilt trailer - new commodes & faucets - small chest freezer - G E window air conditioner - 6-12 battery charger - kerosene heater - milk cans - entertainment center - pipe rack for pickup truck - jointer planer - large office safe & much more.
Not responsible for accidents Lunch available Auction held rain or shine
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer

Li,
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TWO ABSOLUTE AUCTIONS

i ABSOLUTE AUCTION #1'
Thursday April 3, 2003• 10:00 A.M.

'a

COMMERCIAL BUILDING AND LOT
27,600 SQUARE FEET BRICK BUILDING
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HUMPHRIES TORACCONVA REHOUSE

rn

5

i
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LOCATION: 222 Railroad Ave., Murray, Kentucky. From the
Court Square in Murray travel 94 East to Railroad Ave.

Lb'

70 Chevy step side
$3,000
94 Taurus needs transmis
492-6222.

HANDYMAN Carpenter
All types
Call (270) 519-8570(celli
753-5848
Donald Simmons

•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Dri‘eska,

2 House Boats 1 Fiber
glass, 1 Steel, needs
some work Fiber glass
$7,000 Steel $4,000.Tom
Lee 436-2551
DURA Craft 50 hp. Johnson, garage kept, like
new Tilt trailer 759-8894
or 489-2922
530
Services Offered

I

A
affordable
hauling
cleaning out garages, at
tics. gutters. Junk. tree
work. 436-5141

INVESTMENT/BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
EXCELLENT BUILDING
FOR STORAGE BUSINESS

Unlimited Buisriess Potential Is Offered
With I his 27,600 ± Square Ft. Warehouse Building. Offering All Concrete
Flooring, I6x16 Overhead Doot 4- 9x12 Sliding Doors, 120A230 Brick
Building With Extra Lot 75'XI30'. Building Had A New Roof In 2000. 15i i
Sq. Ft. Office Space. A Great Investment Opportunity!
Terms: 15 17c Down Day of Auction Balance In 30 Days. A 107c Buyers Premium
Will Be Added To The Final Bid And Included In The Total Contract Price.

RUBBISH' Junk Removal,
we'll haul almost anything.
from attics to basements &
barns, odd lobs. Senior
Discounts (270)489-2583

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns, Metal Buildings
Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194

WE SERVICE

▪

5
r---J

Thursday April 3, 2003•2:00 P.M.

OVo

LOCATION: 121 N. 13th St., Mayfield, Kentucky. Just Off West
Broadway On North 13th Stret.

SQUARE FEET 2 STORY BRICK BUILDING

'3 Two Story 50A100. Brick Warehouse
L With Apartment. Wood Flooring. Heat &
_. tatAigriSiNV
Air For Apartment. Corner Lot With Great lk.
II g 1
NI
la
...._ j,
,-.
Parking.

5

,
r CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE! IMINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL
'3 Terms: 15qt Down Day of Auction, Cash Balance With Deed Within 30 Da.% r,
From Auction. Possession of Property with Deed.
i
r
in

A

HARRIS
(270)
247-3253

t
t
E.J

Real Estate & Auction
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

(800)
380-4318

DALE RAY HARRIS, BROKER/AUCTIONEER

c.121

C1P
490
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Used Cars
1996 Honda Civic 84,xxx
miles. hunter green $4.500
OBO 759-1629
1999 Pontiac Grand Prix
T. 4-door, excellent conpiton, low miles (270)
395-0116
2000 Honda Civic LX. 4boor, auto. all power, great
Das mileage. 42,000 miles
$10.950 753-7668 Days
?53-4919 Nights
087 Chevy Silverado SWB,
Fled, Rebuilt 350. EFI mojor. new tires, excellent
shape $350000.
.77 El Camino. 97.000
'actual miles. good driver
5500 00 obo 489-2955 or
556-7449

WILL Mow Lawns in the
Lynn Grove'Stella area
Call 435-4200 .

15T7/11.\
(41,

rim

/77- (i,-)7 /
Cici)4.44/

500

l;erry Puckett•Jacquelyn Watson •Pony Butler
753-74417 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite 11
AFFORDABLE Window
Treatments, Cushions. Pillows, Home Decor items
Also offering custom made
clothing and monogramming Sewing by Steven
753-6361

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates
753-5484.

ALL CARPENTRY
Homes. add on's,
garages,
pole barns, decks.
vinyl siding
Home & Mobile Home
repair
Water damage
Larry Nimmo
753-9372
753-0353

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Addition. and Remodeling Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters. 7532592
WANTED
Yards to Mow
All Yards will be Pushed
Mowed
If interested Call
753-8101
Rabbits for sale

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
94 Taurus GS.
1974 Chev 2 ton dump
while rock
4-door.3L, 77K
motor has 55.xxx miles.
436-2113
new hydraulics underlift
759-0820
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Free Column
753-2935 994-6819
Services.
97 Grand Prix GT 2dr,
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
loaded Must see' $9,500
1988 Chevrolet Suburban
FREE cute puppies to
•Bush Hogging*Tilling
(270 489-2544
good work truck $2.500
good home Mom half Lab
(270)436-5277.
OBO Call (270) 527-1732.
CARPORTS Starting at and half Golden Retriever
1993 Ford F150 XLT, $675 installed Roy Hill (270)435-4560 _
Loaded, Topper. Bed Cov- 12701.436-2113
FREE kittens to good
2000 Dodge Caravan
Cecil McLeod's
er. Clean, runs great.
home. Mother is Siamese
Sport. 6-disc CD change
Small Engine Repair
106 000 miles
Will be ready April 1st
Quad seating, loaded, ex753-9814
$5,700 OBO Call 753767-0143
cellent condition
435CONCRETE
4190 293-0679 Leave
413
Finishing Driveways
Message
Sidewalks, Patios
2000 Ford F-150 Quad
Free Estimate
Cab short bed. V-8. Auto,
(270),415-4619
89 Chevy Suburban 753- 68,xxx
miles
Priced
LAWNS mowed
9866
$11,500 759-1457
Call 489-2989
Used Cars

Used Trucks

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gaugt.
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Phone (270)767-0313
(2701 527-7176

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
zat Be Here
For Only
s250°° Per Month!
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

VISA

2 miles North of Murray on 641

4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Cash Visa Mastercard. also 12-23-36 month linanong

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Pnce

Tom c')VANCE

TERRY'S LAWN CARE
Commercial & Residential

IIIME11311 CONTRACTING
994-0388

767-9036
•

‘0,.cie:pe

Custom Remodeling, Addition,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,

We Make Your Yard Smile

Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood FI(
All Types of Roofing and Skyligt •

(270)759-8007
(270)519-6424

Quality References Available

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD •CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?
0
0

53-7728
WE DO!Over alYears

BARROW'S

2

Lawn & Lawitcapias
Maintenance
Lawn \lowing • Sodding
- Service Contracts Available -

Landscape Installation &

Experiencel

Visit Our Showroom Today

'V I

KnoriK

Hu& r

Hwy 641 •.1/ &es Smith DI *troy to Torn Taylor flow! light 1500 yartli

33
0
0
0
0
0
33

5CERMAIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD •CARPET

Itio.:1,1tIfY 4 lintin are-

r

759-8705
836-7389
Owner: London Borrow 4Phone

Cell Phone

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at S12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

11=13:51110212=i111

270-437-4838

WATERPROOFING
& SEPTIC SYSTEMS

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel

• Basements and Crawlspace Dew atering
• Roof Drains. Diversions. and Rip Rap Installed
•Septic Systems & Sewer Lines Installed & Repaired

(270)759-1515

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

SALE

On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713
SHUPE Nurseries
Landscaping & Design
service
Sedalia, KY
(270) 328-8488

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Ward-Elkins

Global Mortgage Link

REAL ESTATE: J.B. HUMPHRIES
WAREHOUSE.

-3

Borders

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture Buy ebrect.

in Cleaning'.

All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

YOU SHOW US
*Average credit (not pc rtect • Steady income hi,torx
WE SHOW YOU:
•100fi loan, no monex, down • Flexible, ti,rizi ing program
*Excellent fixed rare - 30 yr

COMMERCIAL BUILDING AND LOT 5,000

1

I )avid

REFLECTIONS
Window Cleaning
For all your Cleaning
needs
Siding. Decks. Gutters
and more
753-968?

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates

•

5

Specialize

Brick 'All External Cleaning
'AL id Cleaning As ailable

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

Free Estimates
Bob Wallace • Owner
(27D)753,6491

ABSOLUTE AUCTION #2

i

"We

LAWN Mowing. tree trimming & hauling Call Cell
556-9208 Home 435-4777

Total Lawn Care
*Mowing *New Lawn Establishment
*Existing Lawn Renovation *Seeding
*Fertilizing *Aerating *Rolling
*Weed Control *Mulching •Bushogging
*Tractor Tilling *Grader Blade Work

AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts, etc
Tuneup
Specials
Pickup/delivery 436-2867
HAULING
Cleaning out garages.
sheds, carport atics.
and storage
753-2555
1111(n Arnt-,

REAL ESTATE: HUMPHRIES
TOBACCO CO. WAREHOUSE

!

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*Interior & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors'shutters
•No lob too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

RESIDENTIAL commercial phone lack installation
and repairs $40 for first
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- lack. $20 for each addiING cleaning out sheds, tional Jack Prevvire for
.homes under construction
gutters. lunk. tree work
Tractor work, landscaping. Free bid estimates Call
(2701 489-2937
plowing ert 436-2867

1

5-J

HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete, masoi
ry. carpentry No lob to
small (731)247-3015

David's Cleaning
Services

• Dependable Lawn Care Service-1

Licensed 8 Bonded in Ky. 8 Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

r
N

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes

Bolds & Motors

At the home of the late Mr. James Sykes, 923 North 16th Street
and 121 Bypass • Murray. KY

1

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal stumi
grinding, firewood Insur
ed 489-2839

1984 33tt Prowler Camper, sleeps 6, new carpet
and tires extra clean generator 270) 382-2472

Saturday, March 22, 2003 • 10:00 a.m.

LI

1997 Chevy, 3r1 door,
step side, 85,000 miles.
loaded $10.500 OBO
767-0446

Campers

ESTATE AUCTION

pp,p
qI

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll Owner
Phone 270-492-615g
Cell 270-293-0163

Pickup- 17,000
miles. sharp truck
$8.500.
Call 759.99415

E M All wIlkoreonauctton•wk net
Franklin Greg Wilkerson. (270,1674-5944
Dame,Serridon (270)247-4743
A1E NIUE E A. r:iNE Eli
(
A2P7
0
RRE.,4
NI
ss
tCLAOC TIONE E R
FRANKLIN J WILKERSON,
AUCTIONEER f REAL ESTATE BROKER
JUR Service doesn t cosi ,t PAYS'
Family Owned - Family Oriented

1 Your Home Impovernetif Headquarters

1993 Ford Ranger XLT
with extended cab Dark
green. 4 OL V6 with 5speed,- 93,xxx mites, new
tires. A/C. one owner, ga•
raged Asking $4.500 Call
759-0915

20011 Mazda B3000

ElImiwi
m
f (77(1)1:74-56.;
(6"Or(2174)6741-5‘&9:
74 5;;"
.S214
Ii (270)
roli

i
i

610
Services Offered

Used Trucks
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GOODIES

1668 Calloway Ave.
Corner of 17th & Calloway Ave. on carport
March 21 & 22 • 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
microwave

stand. full size mattress & box spring. twin

bed complete. women's clothes, girl's
clothes, girl's bicycle, VCR, tools and toys.
Something for everyone. If rain, sale
moves inside

MOVING
SALE
Spring
Creek Drive
Saturday
7 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
1546

Bedroom furniture.
lamps, table,
chairs & misc

YARD SALE
Hwy. 121 N.
across from
Dutch Essenhaus
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m. to?
Rain or Shine
to 18 month girls
.lothes and odds
& ends

TV & II,,Suue 1979

-06

Statewide
Classifieds

CARPORT SALE
Two color console TV's, 1

Sun ink, A

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
107 N. 17th
Entertainment
center, pictures,
toys. girl clothes
2T & up, men &
women clothes.
lots of misc.

On
Backporch
Sale
Sat., March 22
8 a.m. - Noon
On Cook Lane
Off Bethel Road
First mobile home
on right.
Cancelled if rain

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
*20.40,70. 100K/mo Learn
how to turn your yearly
income into your monthly
income Not MOM. No selling, Serious only. Call 1800-881-1540 ext0030

•WE ARE EXPANDING
OUR SALES FORCE. We
•BUY FACTORY DIRECT offer, A nationally adverWOLFF TANNING BEDS tised heath product,
that iS
Payments from $25/month
a
household
name
Free color catalog Call Nationally advertised T V.
1-800-842-1310 Leads, 15 confirmed
today
leads.
www np etstan corn
No Weekends. Health
•FREE 2 ROOM DIRECTV:Aiisurance, Earn $800SYSTEM Including instal-. $1.200/week lust like Ken
lationl3 months Free HBO T did He did 9 demos X
& Cinemax-566 value' $50 per demo base -$450
Access 225+ channels' 3 Sales. 2 Deliveries.
D igital -quality Commission earned-5650
picture/sound. Packages Totaling-$1.100 $1.100$31.99/mo Limited offer. Just by following our proven
1-800-208-4617
system If you are looking
for a career call 24-7 for
HELP WANTED
additional information (o) 1*NEWSPAPER in Oldham 877-392-4980
County. The Oldham Era.
has openings for General •SSWEEKLYSS$
Manager Weekly 7,800 Distributing Merchandise
paid Landmark paper with on eBay. We supply
shopper Product No inventory No
Monday
Newspaper management experience required Call
experience required Send today for more info 1-800resume to Jim Edelen, 568-1636 Ext 4763
Regional Manager. P0
MEDICAL
2
B5
o2
x6399. Shelbyville. KY *MEDICARE PATIENTS
40066. or call 502-633- USING
INHALERS
r
Albuteroi-Atrovent
iedelen sentinelnewes-c
moarnil Combivent-Sereventby March 21 EOE
Azmacort-Flovent
and
•ATTENTION' Work at Others Having Difficuity"
home
Up to $1500- Breathe
again
easy
$10.000/mo Part-time or Medicare covered liquid
full-time Work around your therapy may be available if.
schedule Free training
you qualify MED-A-SAVE
Paid vacations Call for 1-800-224-1919 ext KY
free booklet 1-888-573- 1103
3324 www workathometoREAL ESTATE/REAL
becomewealthy corn
ESTATE FOR SALE
•AVON-Entrepreneur wanted Must be willing to work 'LAKE BARGAIN 524 900
whenever you want, be Free covered boat slip'
your own boss. and enioy Gently sloping lake view
unlimited earnings Let's parcel w/nice mix of low
talk 888-942-4053
rolling meadows & trees_
*HOME BASED BUSI- Abuts national forest on
NESS Put your computer 35 000 acre recreational
to7e4r3w5o
p
$5o
uptoL1,50
r lake in Tenn Paved roads
sewer,
more
month PT
per water
month FT Free information Excellent financing Call
booklet Call 1-800-315. now 1-800-704-3154 ext
348
r
WWW work4lself net
LAKE
CUMBERLAND
KENTUCKY
TWIN
'CREEKS ESTATES offers
many year round lakeview
lots Perfect location See
the best before you buy
Call Owner 270-734-6053
WV/W twincreeksestates corn
FOR SALE

PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD TODAY AND SEE THE
MONEY START ROLLING IN. CALL

BY'
GIFTS
*IDEAL
FRIENDLY has opening for
party plan advisors Call
about our NEW Manager
Program Decor. gifts. toys,
cash, trips. recognition 1800-488-4875 www friendlyhome corn

270-753-1916
1
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Ctassifieds

•LAKE LOG riLJME 2.
NEW!
Acres/S49,900
1500 sq tt log home package on Lake Cumberland, •
KY. gprgeouvsetting, great

views, hardwoods, lake
access paved roads &
financing
Mins
to
Cumberland point Won't
last call now i800)7709311ext 927

THURSDAY MARCH 20 2003

•DRIVE R5 TUITION-PAID
Sign-On. Bonus, Flatbed TRAINING
No credit
Owner Operator (Discount checks' No co-signer
Service) oeeded' Why not start a
Parts
&
Company
Lease great career? Company
and

•DRIVER-Up

to

$1500

Purchase
Great
pay.
bonuses & hometime'
Boyd Bros 888-617-7898

sponsored training program. Immediate full benefits package. Classes starting weekly Experienced
TeamDrivers
Needed
ASAP' School grads welcome' Call Tracy 800-553CRST
2778
EOE
www JoinCRST corn

*DRIVERS AT ROEHL
Averaged $46.457 in 2002
Great home time top beneRESORTS RENTALS
fits and pay Class A CDL
•PANAMA CITY BEACH with Hazmat Required
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach School graduates wel•DRIVERS-Are you ready
Resort From $49 (1-2 p come Also 0/0 s E 0 E
Arrive
Sun 'Mon-FREE 8 7 7 - 8 6 5 - 7 9 8 9 for a great career'? No
CDC) No Credit? No
3130/03-5,21 03. www roehl net
night
restrictions) Pools river *DRIVERS Immediate Job Problem' National Carriers
ride. tiki bar 800-488- Opportunities Get your Need Driver Trainees Now!
8828 www sandpiperbea- CDL in 16 days 1st Year Earn up to $800/week Toll
Drivers average S34 000. Free 1-866-619-6081
con corn

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
-DELTA TRUCK DRIVING
ACADEMY-16 Day CDL
AND HAZJMAT TRAINING
Free
Job-Placement
Assistance, Job Security
Travel for a Living. 1-800883-0171 DELTAACADE MY COM
•DRIVER-Freights moving' Flatbed drivers needed Sign-On Bonus, Home
Most Weekends. Meals,
Lodging, Transportation. 6
experience
months
required. M-F. 7a - 5p. Sat
8a • 12p. 800-441-4271
ext -ET135

benefits With Companies
like Werner USA Swift 1866.244-3644 ext28

*OWNER OPERATORS.
$120.000-, per year Paid
plates & permits No NYC.
Owner 94°0 No Touch $500 Sign
•DRIVERS
Operators
OTR
and On Bonus' Barr Nunn
Drivers small fleets wel- Transportation 1-866-207comed, 53' Vans & 48' 5479
Mileage -Pay *START 2003 With Epes.
Flatbeds
loaded & empty L&N Home
Weekends,
Transportation Inc 800- Company drivers up to
663-7126 Louisville KY
$ 36 I includes bonuses);
•DRIVERS PLANT YOUR Owner Operators $ 83 plus
SOLID surcharge wf7 incentives
ON
FEET
GROUND
B
Hunt saving additional 59.5/mile.
J
Transport America's lead- COL-A 2 years OTR expe1-800ing carrier, is now hiring in rience required
your area Since 1969, 948-6766 www epestranswe've been providing pro- port corn

fessional
drivers
with
unmatched stability and
•DRIVER-OWNER OPER- the best driving job in the
ATORS. Regional runs industry Earnings up to 41
Long term freight. Good cents per mile No-hassle
home time, Dry Van. Base weekly pay-you'll get your
plate program, & more. money without waiting for
888-446-4642. TransCorr, the bills of lading to come
LLC.
in. New Freightliner con•ATTENTION: 15 Day CDL ventionals with an option

Training Top National for permanent assignment.
Carriers are hiring our Home every 14 days-earn
graduates. No expenence 2 days off for 7 on the road.
necessary! Learn to drive Above average mileS.
and earn big bucks plus Complete benefits you cusbenefits. 1-800-607-3545. tomize-to fit your needs. An
•CATCH YOU ON THE environment of safety and
FLIP FLOP-COI is now hir- respect. Don't settle for
ing company 'Owner less than what you
Operators 'Singles and deserve-be assured of a
Teams *Loads with miles weekly paycheck that will
available immediately! Ask cash! Call 7 days a week to
about our spouce-training expedite your application:
EOE.
program. Call 1-800-CFI- 1-800-2JB-HUNT
Subject to drug screen.
DRIVE www.cfidnve.com
Experience required.
•DRIVER -COVENANT
TRANSPORT-Hiring experienced teams, solos and
trainers. 0/0-Solos/Teams
to run priority dispatch. Call
Classifieds
1 -888-MORE-PAY (1-888-

Ledger &Times

•WANT A RAISE'? 1 YEAR
experience PAYS $ 37/mile
for company drivers' More
experience pays more!
Hometime, Benefits! 12
mos
required.
OTR

Heartland Express 800441-4953 www.heartlandexpress.com

Classifieds
Office Open
Ur -5pm
Mon • Fri
To place your
ad call

753-1916

270-753-1916

667-3729)

Buyers and
Sellers Are
Just A efiek

Connect with the right people when
you use our e-Classitieds. Whether
your buying or selling, there's a
place for you in the e•Classitieds.

Murray Ledger & Times
www.murrayledger.com

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, March
21,2003:
You see life from a far different perspective than many of your friends. You don't
need to push too hard to make others
agree with you. Think carefully about
what you need and -expect from others.
Frequently, your expectations get you in
trouble. Verbalize more within friendships, partnerships and relationships in
general. You will gain professionally the
second halfofthe year Ifsingle, you will
relate more openly and dynamically with
others. In fact, if you haven't met "the
one" yet, you're about to. Share more of
who you are. Relationships abound.
Understand where someone is coming
from. If you're attached, take frequent
getaways together. SCORPIO understands you.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult

clam.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Participate in talks. You get
down to basics with an associate. Realize
more of what others expect. Develop a
stronger sense of a partner. This person
feels like revealing more .of him- or herself. Design plans together. Make a must
appearance. Tonight: Talk over dinner
and bubblies.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You. might be wondering what
you can offer a partner. Add more honesty and clarity to your relationship. You
will find that discussions open up when
you're more interested in revealing yourself. Express your childlike caring. A
loved one cannot help but respond.
Tonight: Your treat.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to question a
partner and find out what makes him or
her tick. Be more nurturing, allowing
him or her to open up. Clear out work
and get as much done as possible. Your
personality helps someone close -relax.
Tonight: Entertain in your lavish style.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Wonder less and ask more. You
find that once a conversation is started
up,someone might be more than ready to
continue it. You learn a lot about what
makes a loved one or fnend tick. Gain
insight through asking the right questions. Tonight: Why not kick up your
heels? Fun will be had by all.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Through networking, talking
and opening up, you will find your
answers. Keep in mind what your common goals are with those you work with.
Together you become an unstoppable
team. Recognize when you have pushed
too hard. Tonight: Hook up' with the
gang.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A boss keeps throwing more
work on you. You could question your
limits, feeling somewhat overwhelmed.
Know when you have had enough, but
also work on gracefully pulling back and
establishing your limits. Realize what
might be needed. Tonight: A must
appearance.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Understand what you expect
from a child or loved one. Stability takes
you in a new direction. Seek out experts
and information. Don't play into gossip.
Do more listening and understanding
right now Visualize walking in someone
else's shoes. Tonight: Off to a concert or
movie

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Speak your mind as directly as
you possibly can. Your strong but sturdy
leadership takes you down a new path.
Swap ideas and brainstorm, even if it is a
simple matter of plans for the evening.
Making others part of the planning
process can make all the difference.
Tonight: Make nice.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** You might want to defer to
others. especially if too much drops in
your lap. Consider surveying your
options so you can make a good decision.
Only then can you be sure what will
work. Extremes punctuate your mood.
Tonight: Out and about.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Emphasize getting the job done.
Stay even, focusing on a friendship and a
long-term tie_ Be even with your dealings, as someone might surprise you with
his or her feelings and choices.
Brainstorm and have a long-overdue talk.
Tonight: Silly even. Talk turkey.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your imagination takes you
in a new direction. Visualize much more
of what you want from a boss. Stan talking about possibilities. A partner makes a
big difference in how you feel. Work
with others. Brainstorm with those in
charge. Tonight: Be ever playful.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
*.*** Stay in touch with your feelings. Express your caring in a way that
others can hear. A partner or associate BORN TODAY
demonstrates his or her caring too. Talk Billionaire, philanthropist John D
about your long-term goals and where Rockefeller III 11906), sportscaster
you're heading. Don't go to extremes. Howard Cosell (1918), composer Johann
Stay anchored. Tonight Happy as a Sehastion Bach (1685)

I

Columbia data recorder found,
could hold valuable information
HOUSTON '(AP)'
In what
could be one of the most significant
debris discoveries yet from the
shattered Columbia, searchers
found a data recorder that may hold
valuable clues as to what destroyed
the space shuttle, the accident
investigation board said Wednesday
night.
A spokeswoman for the board.
Laura Brown:— said the ship's
recorder was intact but sustained
some heat damage. Officials are
hoping that temperature and aerodynamic pressure .data can be
retrieved from its magnetic tape.
she said.
Brown compared the recorder to
an airplane's black box.
"We have no way of knowing
whether the data can be recovered,"
she said. But she added that if it
can,"it will give us, hopefully. a lot
of information about what was
going on with the orbiter."
The recorder was discovered
near Hemphill, Texas, and was
being sent to Johnson Space Center
for analysis. Officials said they
believe it was found Wednesday.
The discovery was all the more
thrilling for NASA and the investigation board because it had been
days since any major pieces of the
shuttle had been found.
Brown said these recorilers —
called the orbiter experiment support systems — normally are turned
on right before a space shuttle
begins its descent through the
atmosphere and run for one or two
hours.
Columbia disintegrated over
Texas on Feb. 1 during its atmospheric re-entry. just 16 minutes
short of a planned Florida touchdown.
The investigation board suspects

the left wing of Columbia was
breached, possibly by launch debris
16 days earlier, and that the searing
atmospheric gases penetrated the
hole and carved a deadly path
through the wing and into the left
landing gear compartment. All

KIM SHIFLE" NASA AP Ph,''

PIECES OF THE PUZZLE ... A member of the space shuttle Columbia reconstruction project team

holds a piece of Columbia wreckage and prepares to find a spot for it on the floor grid of at a
hangar at the Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Fla. Tuesday.
seven astronauts were killed.
About 30,000 .pieces
.
of
Columbia have been found, representing nearly 20 percent of the
descending shuttle.'
Earlier Wednesday, well before
the recorder was found and identi-

fied. NASA Administrator Sean
O'Keefe said investigators may
never find a Single definitive cause
for the accident.
"We're six weeks into this and
there's not going lobe an 'ah-hah',"
he said in an address to the NASA
Advisory Council at Stennis Space
Flight Center in Mississippi.
O'Keefe said contributing fac-

tors could include hardware failure,
the breakdown of processes and
procedures during the flight and
bad judgment calls. He did not
elaborate on those factors, but
noted: "I bet it's going to be a combination of all three."
O'Keefe said he does, however,
expect answers that will enable
NASA to resume shuttle flights.
"My personal sense is that the
problem is definable and the problem is fixable," he said.
In New Orleans, meanwhile,
NASA's deputy associate administrator for spaceflight, Michael
Kostelnik. led a meeting to discuss

how to keep the shuttle program
active through 2015. The two-day
meeting was billed as the beginning
of the space agency's process of
determining how to extend the
lifespan of the three remaining

space shuttles.
The shuttles, which were built to
fly no more than 100 missions,
could be needed far longer that)
expected, Kostelnik said. Columbia
was on its 28th mission.
Kostelnik likened the shuttles to
the military's B-52 bombers, most
of which were built in the 1950s but
have been repeatedly updated land
remain in use.

Spring break proceeds but with fewer revelers
CANCUN, Mexico (AP) —
Standing on his tiptoes for a better
view of two topless coeds on an
oceanfront stage, 21-year-old Iowa
State senior Scott Robertson said war
and the threat of terrorism weren't
about to ruin his spring break.
"The plane landed. I started drinking. and it was like'Why worry about
anything?" Robertson said, echoing
the sentiments of fellow travelers.
although their numbers are down
sharply this year despite deep discounts and beefed-up security by airlines and resorts.
Authorities are worried that
Cancun — a narrow peninsula
packed with young Americans thig
time of year — could be the perfect
terrorist target. More than'200 federal.
agents have joined local police in
patrolling Cancun's streets this
month, and officials are checking foreign arrivals for terrorists.
In the past, "authorities were there
to protect students from themselves
and protect the Cancun community
from the students," said Glen Keiser,
head of the U.S. consulate in the hearby city of Merida. "Now, we all need
to think 'Is this area vulnerable to terrorism?"
Keiser said there have been no
direct threats made but added it
would be "irresponsible" not to consider Mexico a potential target.
Many would-be travelers apparently do.
Before the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks. between 150,000 and
200,0(X) college students were
descending on Cancun during the
eight weeks before Easter. Last year
the number slipped to just over

100.0(X) and could fall below 75.0(X)
for 2003. Keiser said. A local hotel
association said occupancy rates are
down 20 percent from this period last
year, when they slid 40 percent from
spring break 2(X)1.
In the Pacific coast resort of
Puerto Vallarta, which attracts about
7,000 spring breakers a year, hotels

Relatives of
real-life star
of 'Chicago'
eager for
Oscars

JOSE LUIS MAGANAJAP Photo

LIFE'S A BEACH ... US students on spring break sunbathe at a Cancun beach in Mexico, Monday.
Thousands of US students came to Cancun to enjoy spring break unconcerned about terrorism
and a possible war in Iraq. Authorities however, are concerned that Cancun, a narrow peninsula
packed with young Americans, could be the perfect terrorist target, and they have beefed up
security to prepare for anything.
have slashed prices by up to 40 percent. And tourist officials in Acapulco
said hotel occupancy rates that were
down 50 percent last year will likely
slip another 20 percent this' year.
Despite the availability of cheap
airfares from carriers scrounging for
business, more students are opting to
hit the road for destinations in Texas.
California and Florida. according to
Sean Keener, president of BootsnAll
Travel Network. the Eugene. Ore.,
paren t
company
of
StudentSpringBreak.com.

Tourism officials in Panama City
Beach, Fla., are predicting they will
top last year's record, estimated at
400,000 visitors, over an eight-week
stretch that ends after Easter.
Nicholas Youngblood, 22, a senior
at Illinois State University lounged on
the beach as hundreds of young people around him chugged beer, played
volleyball and loaded up on corporate
promotional products.
"You realty want to enjoy it as
much as you can, regardless of the
gas (prices) or the war," Youngblood

OWENSBORO. Ky.(AP) — The real-life "Rosie
Hart,"Ilepicted in the movie "Chicago." was a western
Kentucky native, and relatives hope to hear her real
name — Beulah Sheriff Annan
mentioned at.
Sunday's Oscar ceremony.
The character of"Rosie Hart" was based on the life

of Annan. of Daviess County, who moved to Chicago
in the 1920s to become a jazz singer. Instead, she
found fame after standing trial for the mucder of her
lover, Harry Kalstedt.
"Chicago" received 13 Oscar nominations, including Renee Zellweger for best actress. The 75th Oscars

said.
Jim
Moldane
of
studentexpress*.com said a sluggish
economy — more than war jitters or
terrorism fears — has kept students at
home.
"People aren't feeling as rich as
they did two years ago. The stock
market has been down, and the economy has really taken a hit," Moldane
said. "A lot of students' parents lost
their jobs, and that means there just
isn't the money there for them to travel."

airs Sunday night.
Eva Ray, 86. of Owensboro, says he'll be watching.
Ray's mother and Annan's mother were cousins. Ray
said Annan was always talked about after she moved to
Chicago, mostly of her beauty. •
Annan died of tuberculosis just four years after her
acquittal. She is buried in Mount Pleasant Cumberland
Presbyterian Church Cemetery in Daviess County.
Ray said he and many of Annan's other cousins in
the Daviess and McLean County area will be watching
the Oscars to see if anyone will mention the real
"Rosie Hart" — a redhead from Daviess County.
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
— DEAR DR. GOTT I am taking 500
milligrains of non-flushing niacin a
day for high cholesterol I understand
that the vitamin can be taken up to1,500 mg a day, but that increased
dosage may lead to liver problems. Is
the non-flushing type as effective as
the regular product? Should I worry
about liver damage? Is there any reason why I shouldn't take aspirin with
the niacin?
DEAR READER: Niacin, in doses
of 1,000 to 1,500 milligrams a day will,
in most people, reduce cholesterol
levels. However, in doses above 500
mg, the vitamin can cause flushing
and liver inflammation. It is my
understanding that sustainedrelease niacin, such as Niaspan, is
less likely to be associated with
flushing; it is just as beneficial as the
regular form.
You need not worry about liver
damage at the increased dosage. But
your primary care physician should.
Therefore, he ought to order appropriate liver blood tests (along with cholesterol studies) at periodic intervals.
Most experts recommend blood-fat
and liver-enzyme levels at one month
and two months after beginning therapy. Thereafter, a test once or twice a
year should provide appropriate monitoring intervals.
If you experience flushing at the
increased dosage, taking one 81 milligram aspirin along with your niacin
may prevent the uncomfortable sensation.
In summary, sustained-release
("non-flushing") niacin is an effective
treatment for high cholesterol levels;
any vascular consequences can ordinarily be lessened by concomitant use
of aspirin.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Report "Understanding Cholesterol."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope and $2 to
Newsletter, P.O Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Just thought I'd
compliment you on your therapy for
nail fungus, using Vicks VapoRub I
have used everything — from topicals
to the very expensive, prescription
pills. No improvement. After reading
your column and using Vicks, I've
been astounded by the success. My
toenails are, for the first tune in years,
growing out normally. Thank you,
thank you for this advice.
DEAR READER: The spectacular
success of Vicks VapoRub in curing
fingernail and toenail fungus is so
astonishing that I cannot understand
why 1) the Vicks Company has not
contacted me to offer a huge bonus for
promoting its product, or why 2) the
company has yet to go nationwide in
an advertising campaign to promote a
sure-fire cure for nail fungus.
The product works.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a member of
a Burmese (read "Asian") community,
where members swear that shaving
their young children's hair will result
in a thick and luxuriant hair growth
later. Nothing I can say will deter this
belief. I tell them that once hair
emerges from the scalp, it is essentially dead. What is your opinion?
DEAR READER: You are correct.
Once live hair grows out of the scalp
(or other areas), it is "dead."
Therefore, shaving the head will not
guarantee that the new hair will be
bushy and attractive.
Hair grows at a constant rate, several
millimeters
a
week.
Consequently, a shaved head may
appear to be blessed by rapidly growing hair, because hair-growth is notoriously obvious in such circumstances, not in others. Your cultural
phenomenon is just that. Scalp hair
grows at a consistent rate, regardless
of shaving.

DEAR ABBY: "Talked to Death
in Minnesota" described her husband as forcing her to sit for hours
listening to him criticize her. She
detailed how he had moved her far
from friends and family, and if anyone called or came to visit, how he
would alienate them. You called his
behavior abuse, and advised that
she no longer allow him to isolate
her, and that she should find a job if
she didn't already have one.
I am familiar with that pattern
of behavior, Abby. May I offer a few
additional thoughts?
If "Talked to Death" can get
away from him, she should do it.
And when her husband realizes he's
losing control, she must be prepared
for it, because his behavior will
intensify. She should go elsewhere
to telephone her old friends (with a
calling card), get help, find a job,
stay positive and move forward.
RECOVERING IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR RECOVERING: How
kind of you to reach out to her,
and to other people in verbally
abusive relationships. It seems
the spouse's actions are classic.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: "Talked to Death"
must run as though her life depends
on it, because it could. Fortunately,
my family dragged me away while I
still had a spark of self-esteem left.
I spent more than 40 years "hoping
things would change." They did —
they got worse. Tell her she's in my
thoughts and prayers. I'm happier
and more secure in every way since
I got away.
LIBERATED IN IOWA
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LOOKING BACK

10 years ago
Medications can help to ease this
disorder, especially when used with
Both the Calloway County Firebehavior modification therapy But if Resuc and Murray Fire Depart"Talked to Death's" husband doesn't ment responded to a call on Woods
accept responsibility for his actions,
she must get out before her self- Road at II 37 a.m. March 18 whcn
sparks from a pile of burning boxes
esteem is damaged beyond repair.
It's Dever too late to start over. I'm apparently set an old tobacco barn
now remarried, and happier than I on fire. The area wAs hosed down to
ever thought possible to a man who prevent fire from spreading by the
treats me with love, dignity and gusty winds.
respect.
Births reported include a girl to
ELATED IN TEXAS Gina Mays and Randy Penney,
DEAR ELATED: Good for March 12: a boy to Bella and Carlos
you. People who love each other Cartagena and a boy to Kristi and
try to help build on their Jerry Vance, March 13: a girl to
strengths, not capitalize on Lisa and Jerry 0'Bryan, March 16;
their weaknesses.
a girl to Mariellen and Stacy Crosby
and a boy to Meredith and Calvin
DEAR ABBY: I was the same as
Pillon, March 17.
that woman's husband. I was a con20 years ago
trol freak. No one had an opinion
Pvt. Bret M. Mowery, son of
better than mine. I never had
anything nice to say to anyone James E. and Daphene A. Mowery
about anything. Everyone had of Murray. has completed basic
something wrong with them. I am training at Fort Dix, N.J.
now in counseling and have discovPublished is a picture of Kathie
ered that I am the problem.
Broach, Calloway County Juvenile
I hope that husband gets help, or
Probation Officer, as the first of a
that "Talked to Death" gets away
before it goes any further. Perhaps series of speakers on "Women in
then her husband will realize that Nontraditional Roles" at Calloway
because of his mouth, he has no one County High School. She explained
left, and he, too, will finally get the the duties and responsibilities of her
help he so desperately needs.
job and encouraged young people to
FEELING BLITER ABOUT ME pursue any Career objective.
IN GEORGIA
Births reported include a girl to
DEAR FEELING BETTER: Mr. and Mrs. Roger Lynn Johnson,
Sometimes people have to hit Feb. 27.
30 years ago
rock bottom before they'll admit
Sabrina Tucker, daughter of Mr.
they have a problem and seek
help. It takes courage to step and Mrs. Douglas Tucker, placed
back and look squarely in the first and Janey Kelso. daughter of
mirror instead of blaming oth- Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Kelso, placed
ers for problems. I commend second in the essay contest, sponyou for doing so.
sored by Murray Civitan Club. Both
*5*
Tucker and Kelso are seniors at

Calloway County High Satool
Airman Larry Slinker.'son of the
Rev._ and Mrs. R.A. Slinker. and
Airman Joe D. Poole. son of Mr
and Mrs.- Albert Poole, have been
-assigned to Sheppard 4ir Force
Base, Texas, after completing basic
training at Lackland AF Base.
Texas.
Births reported include a bo iti
Mr and Mrs Gary Moore. Mardi
14
40 years ago
The Murray -Callow as County
Industrial Foundation v. as I orieulated last night • with Nat Ryan
Hughes. Galen Thurman Jr.. W.0
Elkins. James Garrison. Torn
Scruggs and R.W. Churchill being
named as trustees by the foundation
members. Officers named were
Thurman; Garrison, H. Glenn
Doran, Churchill and Holmes Ellis.
Jim Vance, Paul Ragsdale, Al
Hewitt, Delmar Brewer. Harry Russell. Ben Grogan. Cliff Campbell.
Wyvan Holland, Chester Thomas
and Tom Lyles had the top averages
in bowling in the Tappan Lcague.
50 years ago
Joe Tarry, playing the drums.
was winner of the student music
contest of the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. He voll
represent the club in the district
contest. Calloway County Singing Convention will be March 22 at 1:15
p.m. at Kirksey High School auditorium. The Hawkins Quartet of
Paducah will be featured guests. according to James Edwards and Joe
Pat James. officers of the , ,nvenlion.

DEAR LIBERATED: I'm not
surprised you're doing better.
You have rediscovered your
self-worth.
One point I would like to
ear! When leaving an abuser,
CONTRACT BRIDGE
TODAY IN HISTORY
an escape plan should be
By The Associated Press
worked out in advance, and the
abuser should have no warning.
Today is Thursday, March 20,
Abusers are control freaks and
the 79th day of 2003. There are 286
can be unpredictable.
West dealer.
while the error is not glaring, and the days left in the year. Spring arrives
Neither side vulnerable.
players go merrily on to the next in the northern hemisphere at 8 p.m.
DEAR ABBY: After years of
:68
N
NORTH
5
0
2
3
deal,
blissfully unaware of any Eastern time.
degradation, I finally left. My abuser
wrongdoing by anybody.
Today's Highlight in History:
had sought counseling (once) and
Consider this hand where South
On March 20, 1852. Harriet
was diagnosed with obsessive-com•A K 9 4
opened the bidding in fourth seat Beecher Stowe's influential novel
pulsive disorder (OCD). However,
46Q7
6
2
with four spades and West led a about slavery, "Uncle Tom's
that became his excuse for everyWEST
EAST
heart. East won with the ace and
thing he did. Nothing changed. He
Cabin," was first published.
returned the deuce to South's king.
simply had an illness on which to 4A•85 4
On this date:
J
10
Copyright 2003. Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
9
6
4
MP
A
2
Declarer
was
aware
of the danger
blame his actions.
In
1413, England's King Henry
•J 5 2
* Q 10 76 3 of a heart ruff, so he tried to draw
IV
died;
he was succeeded by
4J
9
4
3
+A
10
8
trumps
as
quickly
as
possible
by
EZ:0 AkI L_le'
IVI 1
SOUTH
leading a spade at trick three. But Henry V.
In 1727, physicist. mathemati•K Q I 109 7 3
West won with the ace and led
Et a_c)nu cola
11K Q3 _
another heart. East ruffed declarer's cian and astronomer Sir Isaac New•8
queen and cashed the ace of clubs to ton dialti tORtErn.
MR DITHERS HAD
PLUS, NE FOUND
'NAT'S ALL
ANYTHING
G000 THAT
+K 5
EBIG FIGHT WITH
put the contract down one.
OUT HE'S GOING
EL.SE?
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte enI HEARD
MEANS HE HASN'T
HIS WIFE AND HE'S
TO BE AUDITED
The bidding:
HEARD ABOUT
This was not a par result. Despite tered Paris. beginning his "100
IN A REAL BAD
BY THE I.R.5
AWLITTLI
West
North East
South
the perfect defense by East-West, Days" rule.
k M000
1300-300
Pass
Pass
4+
Pass
declarer should have made the conVET
In 1969, John Lennon married
Opening lead
jack of hearts.
tract. Instead of leading a trump at Yoko Ono in Gibraltar..
trick three, South should have cashed
In 1976, kidnapped newspaper
In many deals, the play of the
dummy's A-K of diamonds and disheiress Patricia Hearst was concards is fairly automatic, and both
carded his queen of hearts, which
victed of armed robbery for her part
sides manage to achieve par. But in
was much too hot a potato to keep in
in
a San Francisco bank holdup.
some deals, the so-called par result is
his hand.
In 1987, the Food and Drug Adnot achieved because one side unwitHaving exercised this maneuver
ministration
approved the sale of
tingly
strays
from
the beaten path
in the interests of safety, declarer
..440110..
and eventually comes to grief.
could then have led a trump with AZT, a drug shown to prolong. the
In most such deals, the error impunity. With the queen of hearts lives of some AIDS patients.
becomes obvious once the deed is
having flown the coop, no return by
Five years ago: President Clindone, and it is quietly stored away by
West could harm the contract. There ton's lawyer, appearing before a
IT WILL BE A WEEK
I'M THINKING -THAT IN
fr i its fisRvEcit.4 HAPP4
the offender in the deep recesses of are times when it is just as important federal court in Little - Rock. Ark..
ABSENCE "%ES THE
BEfORE I SEE IRVINE,
CASE THINGS GO WELL, I
BEFORE ..BUT NOW I FEEL
his memory. But every once in a to discard a winner as a loser.
HEART 6ROW FoNDER, BuT
declared that Paula Jones' evidence
AGAIN, 50 NOW rm
SHOULD USE THIS WEEK
OBLIGATED TO DO SIT-UPS,
MAKES THE REST Of THE
sexual harassment was "garbage"
THINKING- A13001
of
TO GET IN SHAPE...
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Arts
Thursday, March 20, 2003

Baker to perform
solo faculty recital
Sonya Gabrielle Baker, soprano.
will be presenting a solo faculty
recital on Tuesday. March 25, in the
Performing Arts Hall, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building at Murray State
-- University at 8 p.m. She will --be
accompanied by Vicki Bemeking.
The program will include works
of American composers: Copland,
Barber, Price. Bonds, Laitman and
Bolcom.
Dr. Baker joined the faculty at
Murray State University in the fall
of 2002, teaching applied Voice and
Diction. She was pre% iously Head
of the Vocal Area at James Madison
University.
Dr. Baker has performed nationally and internationally, including
concert appearances in Sardinia.
Italy, the Troy Music Hall in New

Murray's Alexander will
lead playwriting workshop

York, Haverford College in
Pennsylvania
and
Syracuse
University In New York. In April,
she will join the Yale Glee Club for
a performance in Russia.
Dr.- Baker retied-her--Doctorate
of Music from Florida State
University, a Master of Music
degree from Indiana University and
a Bachelor's of Arts in American
Studies from Yale University.
Dr. Baker has received numerous
academic and vocal awards. She has
studied with renown teachers„
coaches and directors. She has
served on the boards of the Yale
Glee Club Associates and the
Virginia Chapter of -the NationalAssociation of Teachers of Singing.
She is presently a member of the
Kentucky chapter of the National

Dr. Sonya Baker
Association of Teachers of Singing,
and will teach at the Kentucky
Governor's School for the Arts in
July.
This concert is free and open to
the public.

MurrayArtGuildNews

MSU took part in
Feb. theater festival
SAVANNAH. Ga.- Murray State University's department of theatre and
dance participated in the 2003 Region IV Kennedy Center American
College Theater Festival, Feb. 4-9, hosted by the Savannah College of Art
and Design in Savannah, Ga.
The Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival is a year-round
program in eight geographic regions in the United States. Winners from the
eight regional conferences were-invited to showcase their talents on anational stage at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.. and be considered for scholarships and awards. The national festival involves more than
18,000 students.
The regional festival showcases the very best in collegiate theater
throughout the Southeast. In addition to workshops and invited productions,
students participated in exhibitions and competitions for performance,
directing. design. writing and criticism. The festival also included workshops, lectures and performances such as musicals, comedies, dramas and
one-act pla‘

Almo's Etheridge among
Kentucky Opry winners
Match 8 w inners at the Kentucky
Opry were announced recently.
In the Beginner Division 5 year
old Madison Lane was the winner
she performed "I'm Little But I'm
Loud". She is the daughter of
• Michael & Beth Lane from Paducah.
Madison attends kindergarten at
Reidland Elementary.
in the Junior Division the winner
was 14year old Tara Etheridge from
Almo, Ky. She attends Calloway
County High School. She performed
" You Ain't Women Enough- by

PADUCAH, Ky. — Market House Theatre and West a regional project. "Educational outreach is very imporKentucky Community 8c Technical District Fine Arts tant to us," she declared. "The playwriting workshop is
Center are co-sponsoring a playwriting workshop on a wonderful way to broaden our educational activities
Sunday, March 23, from 2:30-4:30 for the community and tap into a new audience."
p.m. at the Market House Studio
There is no charge to attend the workshop, and.
Theatre, located at 120 Market House prospective playwrights of all skill levels from rookies.
Square, next to Kirehhoffs Bakery. - ;to pros are welcome. Partieipants are asked to bring
Constance Alexander, award-win- paper and writing utensil.
ning playwright and artistic director
The purpose of the West Kentucky Playwrights
of the West Kentucky Playwrights' Festival is to give writers from the region a voice in creFestival, will lead the 2-hour session. ating new work for the theater. Topics of local, regional
Since it started in 1989, the and national significance have been explored in the
regional festival has brought nearly work of West Kentucky playwrights. The 13th annual
70 new works to the stage at festival featured themes that included the aftermath of
Murray's Playhouse in the Park.
September I I th, the French Revolution, Alzheimer's
Alexander
Michael Cochran, executive direc- Disease, and the nature of good and evil.
tor of Market House Theatre, has been
The 2003 festival of staged readings is scheduled for
involved in the festival since its inception. "The theatre Sept. 19-20. To submit a play to the festival, playlooks forward to collaborating with the Fine Arts Center wrights must attend at least two meetings so their plays
to-host aspiring writers from our area and give them the caribe read and discussed by other aspiring Playwrights
from the region. For additional information, contact
opportunity to work on a theatre piece." he said.
Gail Robinson Butler, director of the Fine Arts Constance Alexander at 270-753-9279, or email her at
Center, also welcomes the idea of working together on cacalexander@hotmail.com

Loretta Lynn. Stw is•the daughter of
Bobby & Mimi Etheridge.
In the adult division the winner
was Elizabeth Moore from Benton.
She performed "Oh Atlanta- by
Alison Krause. She is married to
sailor Nathan Moore and has 2 children Abigail (3) and Dylan (11
months).
In the Instrumental Division the
winner was 11 year old Kylie Nevitt
performing on the fiddle. She is the
daughter of Barry & Charlene Nevitt
of Harrisburg.III

Juried exhibition winners
announced by art guild
An animated crowd filled the Apple Cafe; and Tom Kelly, The
Murray Art Guild Sunday afternoon Gallery.
The exhibition, partially underfor the opening reception and
awards presentation of "Visual written by The Murray Bank, runs
Evidence 2003," the guild's annual through April 11.
The public is invited to visit durregional juried exhibition.
The spring afternoon, the new ing regular hours or to schedule a
track lighting that gives display visit by appointment, as several
walls more of a gallery feel, and the groups have already done.
Among the works of art there is
guitar music of Danny Rowland
truly something for everyone —
added to the event.
Works were submitted from from woodcraft to porcelain paintPaducah, Mayfield, Nashville, ing to works in watercolor, oil, penHenderson, Murray and the sur- cil and tempera to photography and
weaving.
rounding areas.
Winners and their award sponMurray Art Guild hours are 10
a.m.- 3 piri_Tuesday. Wednesday
sors include:
Tom Kelly, Creative Arts and Friday, 7-9 p.m. on Tuesday
Department of Murray Woman's evening and by appointment.
Photo provided
Club award; John Goodell, Cynthia
For additional information call
enthusiasts discussed work submitted for the
VIEWING
...
Art
Peterson Memorial award; Paul (270) 753-4059 or e-mail to murra"Visual Evidence 2003" juried art exhibition at the Murray Art
Lile, Union Planters award; Marie yartguild@murray-ky.net.
Guild.
Maines, U..S. Bank award; Anne
Sacora, Cynthia Peterson Memorial
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
award; Mary Cates, Naoma Powell
•
award; Robert Martin, Steven
-0'00-111-011011- 4,-Olk•
Sacora award; and Paula Danby, •
••
Heritage Bank award.
NA C2) IV
CD
These merit award winners were •
•
presented gift certificates:
Jinna Bower, Frame Village; • 4
Margaret Crawford, Fifteenth & •
•
Olive; Gene Snowden, Sirloin
AIL
SALES
E
E 1N1
•
Stockade; Tai Orten, Gloria's
• Q ••
World Cafe; William Renzuli, Big
-
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On your purchase
of a new Monaco motorhome!
MONACO

WITH THE TAX DEADLINE fast approaching, now is the time to invest in an IRA at Hernag,.
Bank. You'll benefit from tax-deferred earnings and your contribution may be deductible on
your tax return (Consult your tax advisor). And whether you're opening a new IRA or rolling

It's showtime at your Monaco dealer! Buy now and save up to
$1,500 on a qualified new Monaco motorhome. See your dealer
for details. Choose your method of payment — a factory rebate
check or a rebate applied directly to your purchase. Either way,
it's your ticket to a great deal! Hurry, this offer ends soon.

Offer Ends March 31st, 2003

over existing retirement funds. Heritage Bank can help. • Enjoy the convenience of having all
your retirement accounts where you do your everyday banking. You can open a Heritage Bank
IRA with

as

little as $500 and there's no annual fee for IRAs invested at Heritage Bank. •

Don't miss the

//t-/*/ /511 deadline. Call today to speak with an Investment Specialist or to

arrange 1.4 a personal consultation. Or stop by your nearest Heritage Bank office. We're right
around the corner and we're more than a bank. Were your neighbor!

HERITAGE
YESTERDAY._ TODAY. TOMORROW.
210 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY • 270753-7921
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
00(.81P FDI,

Prnalry for early witheirattvil Iniegmenr rrturn
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Hwy 45 N V Mayfield, KY
Toll Free 1-877-735-5386

